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APPLICATIONS OF SCHOCHET’S
METHODS TO PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
By I. GALLAGHER
ABSTRACT. - Methods used by S. Schochet in [32] enable one to find a lower bound for the life span of solutions
of hyperbolic PDEs with a small parameter. We prove a similar theorem for such equations where a diffusion
term has been added, with the minimal assumption on the Sobolev regularity of the initial data (Hz ‘-’ in the
d-dimensional torus). When the data is smooth and under a “small divisor” assumption on the perturbation, the first
term of an asymptotic expansion of the solution is computed. Those results are then applied to prove global existence
theorems, for arbitrary initial data, in the case of the primitive system of the quasigeostrophic equations, followed
by the rotating fluid equations. We finally prove a more precise existence theorem for the latter, using anisotropic
Sobolev and Besov spaces. 0 Elsevier, Paris
k%XJMI%  - Des m&odes  utilisees  par S. Schochet dans [32] permettent d’obtenir une borne inferieure  pour
le temps d’existence des solutions d’bquations  aux derivees  pattielles hyperboliques avec  petit parambtre. On
ddmontre  un thtoreme similaire pour de telles  equations, oii un terme de diffusion a et6 ajoute,  avec  l’hypothese
minimale  de r6gularit6  Sobolev sur la don&e  initiale (Hg -’ dans le tore de dimension d). Quand la donnee  est
tigulibre,  et sous une hypothese  de type “petits  diviseurs”  sur la perturbation, le premier terme d’un developpement
asymptotique de la solution est calcule.  Ces resultats  sont ensuite  utilises  pour demontrer  des theoremes  d’existence
globale,  pour des donnQs  quelconques,  dans le cas du systtme  primitif des equations quasigtostrophiques, puis
pour les equations des fluides  toumants. On dtmontre enfin un thtoreme  d’existence plus precis  pour ce demier
systeme,  en utilisant des espaces  de Sobolev et de Besov anisotropes. 0 Elsevier, Paris
1. Introduction and statement of the results
This study is centered around the following system:
1
L(v”)(3 &WE  + q(d,  v”)  + aa(QJE  + 7  = f in Id
$=o = 210,
where E is a small strictly positive parameter. Throughout this article, Id will be a periodic
box in Rd,  where d 2 2 is the dimension. Each side of Id, in the direction x;, 1 5 i 5 d,
has a size equal to 27rai, where the ai are strictly positive real numbers. The vector field
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21” has d’ components, and is defined on R+ x 7”.  The operator L, which shall be studied
in some detail in the next section, is a skew-symmetric operator, which can be written as
(1-l) L(w)  = F-l 5 iw”(r1)(.Fw(n).  ea(n))ecL(n),
a=1
where F~v(n)  represents the discrete Fourier transform of V, w”(n) are real numbers, and
where  teat4)l<a<d’ is a set of orthonormal vectors for all r~.  To simplify, we will suppose- -
in the following that L is of order 0, i.e., that there exists a constant C such that:
(1.2) Vu, V’n: d(n)  # 0  =3  pyrl-l  < c .
We will indicate how to modify the theorems and their proofs when there is no such
assumption. The operator a2 (D) is second order elliptic: for all U, (a2(D)u)i = ai,i  (D)uj,
where aij (0) is a Fourier multiplicator of order 2, and where uj is the j-th component of U,
with j E [l, .., d’]. We have used the Einstein convention on the summation over repeated
indexes: here and throughout the paper, we have omitted the sum on j. The notation (u,  U)
represents the usual scalar product, which we shall also sometimes write U. U.  Furthermore,
the bilinear form q is defined by
(1.3) q(u,  w) = A~,JD)(u%~),
where Ai,j(D)  is a symmetric Fourier multiplicator of order 1. Finally f is an exterior
forcing term, on which we shall make some regularity assumptions as we go along.
We shall see in section 2 that (S”) has a limit system, in a sense which will be made
clear later, when E goes to 0. This system can be written in the form
(So)
{
a,u + Q(u,  u)  + .A*(D>u  = f
Ult=O  = ‘Uo,
where Q, f, and A2  (D) are defined by Q(u,  U) = iiF0 L - - q C - u, C - u
( :) ( (:)  (:),>.
f, and da(D)  = IiiL where C is the semi-group
generated by L: we will come back to that in section 2.2.
Remark. - We will see in section 2.2 that necessarily AZ(D) is elliptic.
Systems of that type, with or without the az(D)  term, have been studied by a number
of authors (among others, we can refer to [18], [21], [22], [23], or [30] for instance). It
is in particular well known that the system (S”) has solutions locally in time, as stated
by the following theorem.
THEOREM O.--I~W~EH~(~~), with  s 2 g -  1, if f is in CO(R+, Hs-*)  n L*(R+,  Z-l):
then there exists a time T > 0, independent of E,  and a unique strong solution u” of (S’)
in the space C’([O,T],  IIs( n L*([O:T],  II”+‘(I
We are interested here in finding a lower bound for the life span of w’,  using the life
span of the solutions of the limit system (SO). We will prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1. - rfvO E H”(ld), with s > 2 - 1, iff is in C”(R+, fP2) nL2(R+, F-l),
with i3,f  E L2(R+, Hsw3), and if 11, solution of the system (SO), satisfies
u E C”([o,T],H”(ld))  n L2([o,T],H”+1(ld)),
then for E small enough, the associate solution U’ of (S”) is also dejined  on [0, T] and
21’ - c
0
f u = o(1)  in C”([O,T],H”(‘Td))  n L2([0,T],H”+l(‘Td)).
To prove that theorem, we shall use the method introduced by S. Schochet in the case
of symmetric hyperbolic systems, with no az(D)  term. The result he obtains (Theorem 2.3
in 1321)  is similar to the theorem above, except for the fact that vE is only approximated
by L(~)u  in C’([O,T],H”-l) for an initial data in H” with s 2 $ + 3. Thus a2(0)  will
enable us to gain some regularity, since in our case v’ remains in C”( [0, T], H”); we also
obtain here the minimal assumption on the Sobolev regularity of the initial data.
However it must be noted that Theorem 1 gives no information on the rate of convergence
of vE - L(~)u  to zero. Such a rate of convergence, in O(E), is obtained by A. Babin,
A. Mahalov and B. Nicolaenko in [l], in special cases we will mention more precisely
later in this introduction. In [l], that is strongly linked to the presence of “small divisor”
estimates on L, which are defined below.
DEFINITION 1.1 (Small divisor estimates). - We will say that L satis$es a small divisor
estimate of order p 2 2 and of degree cy if there exists a constant C,,,  such that for
all (kl, ..?  kP)  in ZPd, for all (b,,  ..,  b,+l) in { 1, ..,  d’}P+‘,  we have:
where as previously the wbz (ki)  are the eigenvalues of .FL(k,).  Moreover, L satisfies a small
divisor estimate of order 1 and of degree 01 if there exists a constant Cl such that for all k
andall  (b,,bz)  satisJfying w”l(k)  # w”“(k), we have Iwb’(k)  - wb2(k)1-l  < Cl(l + Ikl)“‘.
Remark. - Such an estimate at order p can be understood as a measure of the (p + l)-
wave interactions created by the perturbation. If one has some precise control over those
interactions, then one can also control the speed of convergence of vE - ,C(~)U  to zero,
if one also assumes enough regularity on the initial data.
THEOREM 2. - Suppose L satisfies first  and second order small divisor estimates of
degree (~1  and ~42  respectively, with CK~  2 0, and let s > 2.  We define  aI2  = max( lfcul, ~2).
Suppose that:
V’j E {O,l}: 8,‘f E CO([O,T],  Hs-2-2j+a1z)  n L”([O,T]:  Hs-1-2j+“‘2),
and that aff  E L2(  [0, T], HS-5+CY1Z).  Then if vg  E H”+“l” and if U,  solution of (So),
satisjies
‘IL E C”((O, T], Hs+a12(7d)) n L2([o, T], Hs+1+cu1a(7d)),
then for E small enough, the solution vE of (S’) is such that uE = L(--$)v’  satisfies
IL’  = IL  +  Eh - Ed&.  + O(E) in C’([O,T],  HiV1(ld)) n L2([0,T],  Hg(ld)),
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where h is the solution in C”( [0, T], H:-‘)  n L2(  [0, T], H4)  of the linearized limit system
(Sl  1
i
b)th  + 2Q(U,  h) + “4,(D)h  = R(u)
+o = R&,(u),t,o.
Both functions &,(u)  and R(u,) can be computed explicitly, as explained below.
Remarks. - If [a*(D): L] = 0, then we will see that u E C’([O,T],  Hsfa2)  fl
L2([0,T],  HS+l+(YZ) is a sufficient condition to have the result. Moreover, we will see
that the assumption that L is of order zero, written as (1.2),  is not strictly necessary:
one can suppose that L is of order T,  i.e., that 0(n) - (1 + ]r~])~,  if one also supposes
more regularity on f.
Finally, we will compute explicitly the functions R(u) and R&,(U). We will show that
where we have written
n.bwn = w”(n) - Wb(?l), w;$’  = w”(k) + w”(n  - k) - w”(n),
w;?&f  = w”(V) + Wb(k  - k’)  + wC(n - k) - w”(n).
Moreover, we have noted
u”(k) = (Fu(k),  ea(k))ea(k).
The function R(u) is more complicated to write (its expression is given page 1012).
It consists in a sum of linear, quadratic and cubic terms in U, depending also on p; that
function R(u) is due to the fact that in a term such as P(&jSc(~),  u), which appears
when one considers the equation satisfied by the function E-~(u~  - U) + &0Sc(~), the
oscillation phases brought by PO,,(u) and @ can interfere and cancel out. That leads to
the formation of additional “slow waves”, at the first order of the expansion of IL’  and
that accounts for the function h, solution of the system (Sr)  given in the theorem. The
other part of the first order term in the expansion of uE is made of a “fast” term, which
is the oscillating function &,(u).
Let us note that in [16], a similar result as Theorem 2 is proved in the hyperbolic case,
i.e., when there is no elliptic aa term.
In [24], H.-O. Kreiss, J. Lorenz, and M.J. Naughton  compute an asymptotic expansion
of the type of that given in Theorem 2, only under an assumption on the initial data of
the “bounded derivative principle” type: in the case of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations, if the solution has two time derivatives bounded independently of E at t = 0,
then the solution .u~  satisfies U’ = V + E’(V~ + ~11)  + O(c4),  where V is the solution of
a limiting equation, VI  is the solution of the linearized incompressible equation, and ~1
is highly oscillatory in time. The proof does not require any filtering of the equation, due
to the strong assumptions made on the initial data.
In [Sj, G. Browning and H.-O. Kreiss also show how to prepare the initial data so that
the solutions and their derivatives can be bounded independently of E.
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Finally, let us note that it is proved in Appendix C that a large class of perturbations L
satisfy, for almost all periodic boxes, a second order small divisor estimate at a certain
degree. In particular, that will hold in the two examples we will study in detail in this
article, namely the rotating fluids and the primitive equations, both presented below in
this section. Let us also remark that in those cases, precise small divisor estimates are
computed in [2],  and we will also see in section 5 that in some special cases the small
divisor estimates are trivial.
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are the objects of sections 3 and 4 respectively. They
both use a general result about equations where the right hand side oscillates fast with
time, Lemma 3.1 proved in Appendix A. Those highly oscillating functions are the object
of the coming definition.
DEFINITION 1.2 ((~1,  g)-oscillating functions). - Let T > 0, ?-,  > 1 and u E R bejixed. We
write ki = (ICI: . . , ky),  where ki  E Z*, and we will call I&  1 = n1=1<i<q_ _ lk;l.  Then R:,,.(t)
will be said to be (p, a)-oscillating if there exist real-valuedfinctions [)I,..,  ,BP,  TO and (fi)i>()-
such that R&, can be written in the following way, where 1.~  is the characteristic function
qf x:
R&,(t)  = c R&,,,(t),  where 3R~.,,,(t,  n) = I{,,  , ~~l(~)~o)p--iiR1(?f)fO(t,  n),yE{l....p}
and
(1.5) ‘4 > 2, 3R;.osc(t~~) = c e-‘i”P(“‘kh-o(n,  q)fl(t,  ,Z+f&, k4)>
k;EK;
with
and where TO and (fi);>o  satisfi:
Iro(n,G)I  5 C(l+ I~LI)~~(~+I~~I)~‘..(~+  lk41)Pq, with pi  >O and po+n+$ > 0:
7’fo(t,.) is un element of C”([O,T],H”)  n L2([0,T],H”+1):
F’-‘a,fo(t,  .) is an element of L2([0,  T], Hu-1),
vi 2 1,  Pf&.) is un eZement of C’([O, T], IP7+“‘)  n L2([O:  T]; H”zfl+pz).
where the (c~i)l<i+- - are such that the product fl;>1  FT-‘(l + I . ])“zfi(t,  .) is an
element of the space C”( [0, T], H”+po) n L2(  [0, T]! Hzfl+po),  and finally we suppose
that there exists (5.).
L2([0,  T], H”‘+P”).
z z2l such that rri + Cjz; oj > 0, and 3-13t.f;(t,  .) is an elernerzt  of
Remarks. - It is obvious that a (p, g)-oscillating function is in particular bounded in the
space C”( [0, T], H”)  n L2 ([0, T], H”+l).  It can be noted that if RzSc is a (p, a)-oscillating
function, then its first derivative in time, &R&,,  is not bounded in E, whereas E&R&,
is. Finally let us note that we will see that under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the
function &,,(u) defined in (1.4) is a (2, $ - 1)-oscillating function (see Lemma 4.1).
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Those theorems will then be applied to the study of two particular systems which can
be written in the form (S’), in three dimensions of space: first, in section 5, we shall
consider the case of the primitive equations of the quasigeostrophic system. The unknown
is a four component vector field V’ = (u”?  T’),  where 11” represents the velocity, and is
divergence free, and the scalar field TE  is known as the potential temperature. According
to the study of J.-Y. Chemin in [8],  one can write:
with L = The operator 2) is defined by DV”  =
(7/AvE, u’AT’),  where I/ and 71’ are two strictly positive real numbers, representing
the viscosities along ,(r’  and T’. Finally the parameter F--l is a strictly positive constant
representing the ratio of the Rossby  and Froude numbers (see [12]).
The physical origin of such a system is discussed in [ 171 and [31] for instance. For
the derivation of such a model, one can refer to the work of J.-L. Lions, R. Temam and
S. Wang in [27]-[29];  in [4],  T. Beale  and A. Bourgeois study and validate such a system,
when there are no viscous terms (V = 71’  = 0). The limit of that inviscid case is also
studied by D. Iftimie in [19], in the whole space. The primitive equations are finally also
studied by A. Babin, A. Mahalov, B. Nicolaenko, and Y. Zhou in [l], [2]  and [3]; one
aspect of their study is the respective influence of the rotation and the “stratification”
in the equations, depending essentially on the size of the parameter F. This will not be
considered here, as F will be supposed to be a constant throughout our study.
Let us note that this system can be diagonalized, as in [2],  [8]  or [12] for instance, by
setting V” = I$& + b:/:k,.,  where V& is defined by:
(1.6) V&  = (-&a--l 0’. &A-lR”, 0.  -Fa,n-1b2”)
and f]”  = i31~~E~2  - &,o”.l - F-l<jcirJ’,
We will see in section 5 that the limit system (So) corresponding to the system (PE,) is
where CLQG  (D) and u,,~,  (D) are second order elliptic operators, and where fpOt  is an exterior
force, and is obtained from f in the same way as the potential vorticity 0” is obtained
from V” above. We have written U for the limit of the filtered function U” = C(-s)V’.
In [ 121,  in the inviscid case, P. Embid and A. Majda show that the quasigeostrophic
equations (QG) on R are a valid limiting equation in the weak topology, for arbitrary
initial data, of the primitive equations; they in particular study the resonances due to the
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penalization, and we will come back to those computations in section 5. Using that special
diagonal form (QG) of the limit system, as well as both Theorems 1 and 2, we will
prove the following result.
THEOREM 3. - For almost all ((11, a2, as),  the following result is true. Let VO be in
H”(73), with s 2 1, and suppose that f E L”(R+,  II-Z)  n L2(R+:Hse1), with
&f E L2(R+,P3).  T h en for E small enough, (PE”) is globally well posed in
Co (R+  , H”) n L2 (R+ , H”+l).  Furthermore, if  U is the solution C$ (QG), then VE  .sati.$es:
V” - c 5 u = o(1)
0
in C’(R+:  H”) n L”(R+, Hs+l).
Finally, for almost all 73, there exists cr 2 : such that if UC) E H” (I”), and if  f is smooth
enough, then the first  order expansion of Theorem 2 holds.
Let us note that in [8],  and in the case of the entire space R3,  J.-Y. Chemin proves a
global existence theorem, if the oscillating part of the initial data satisfies
The proof in [8]  lies in a diagonalization along the quasigeostrophic and oscillating parts
of the velocity and the temperature fields, without using S. Schochet’s theorem. The use
of the latter theorem enables us not to require any kind of smallness condition on the data.
In the second example we shall consider, the vector fields are tridimensional and
divergence free, the bilinear term corresponds to the Navier-Stokes equations, Q(‘~L;  ,u)  =
P(u  . Vv) where P is the L2-orthogonal  projector onto the space of non divergent vector
fields, and az(D) represents the diffusion operator -uA, where the viscosity I/ is a strictly
positive real number. Then one chooses the operator L to be the Coriolis force II x B,
where B is a vertical vector of norm 1 in 73: B = ‘(0,  0,l). That leads to the rotating
fluid equations:
&d + P(v’
zf  x B
. VTJ”)  - VAT)”  + P--- = f in 73.
E
(RF’) diva’ = 0 in I”,
,I,;=,]  = ‘Uo.
That system will be studied in section 6. We will show that the limit system (So)
corresponding to (RF’) is composed of two systems: one is a bidimensional Navier-Stokes
equation
(&ii - I/&ii  + ‘fi . v2’ii  = (-v,j7> 0) + f,
&?I = 0,
v2. u = 0:
?qt=o = tie;
where U is the bidimensional part of the limit u,  that is to say its vertical average, and
where we have noted A2 = at + 3: and V2 = (&,a,).  The other equation concerns the
remainder u,,,,  defined by u,,,  = IL - U, and is a linear equation:
&u,s,  - l/Aws, + 2&(u,  %,s,)  = 0,
(Lox) div u,,~,  = 0;
v7x~i=O = %,onc.
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As in the case of the primitive equations presented above, we will prove, using Theorems 1
and 2, the following result:
THEOREM 4. - When al  and (12  are fixed, then for almost all 0~3,  the following result is
true: {fq,  E  H”(73), with s 2  i, and ifthe,force  f is in L”(R’,  Hse2) nL2(R+, If-‘),
with ~?~f  E  L2(R+: H”-“),  then for E > 0  small enough, the system (RF’) associated with
the initial data ~0  is globally well posed in C’(R+,  H”(7”))  n L2(R+,  H”+‘(73)).
Moreover, if 11~  is the solution of (R,FE)  and ?I,  is the solution of the limit system
(NS2D;  L,,,s,.),  then ,I/~ - L(g)?,  = o(l)  in C’(R+,  H”(73))  n  L2(R+.  H’+l(7”))  .
Finally, for almost all I”, there exists a 2  $  such that if ~0  E  H”(  7”), and if f is
smooth enough, then the first  order expansion of Theorem 2 holds.
Remark. - The fact that Theorems 3 and 4 hold for almost all periodic boxes is due to
two different and independent reasons. The first one is that the limit system diagonalizes
into (QG) and (NS2D:  L,,,)  respectively, for almost all values of ((A~;  ~1~~  (~3).  That
diagonalization is crucial to get the global existence result, and the associate values of the
(I,~  define non resonant domains. The second reason is that the perturbation satisfies a small
divisor estimate at some degree for almost all values of the a;; that is proved in Appendix C.
Let us note that some stability results concerning (RF”) are proved in [ 141 and [ 151,
and that in [lo], T. Colin and P. Fabric  prove a global existence result for u;,,,,.  small
in H1 (that is to say for well prepared initial data, which is also the setting in [14] and
[ 151).  Moreover, in [I] and [2],  A. Babin, A. Mahalov and B. Nicolaenko prove a similar
theorem of global existence in a non resonant domain (Theorem 8.2), with an additional
non resonance condition on Us, which does not appear here. Our proof will use part of
their computations, namely for the study of the resonant set of the operator L. However,
once the diagonalized limit system is obtained, the use of the methods of S. Schochet will
enable us, via Theorems 1 and 2, to tind  directly the result with no more computations, and
in particular with no additional assumption on the ~~~ other than the one on Q. Let us note
that that fact is used in [2],  in Theorem 6.3: it enables the authors to avoid the restriction
on ‘12, but only for smooth initial data, and the higher order terms are not computed.
The proof of Theorem 4 shows that the vertical variable plays an important part in
the problem; therefore we shall try to see, in section 7, if that fact cannot be used in
the study of those equations, the aim of that study being to decrease the smoothness
assumptions made on the initial data, as in [ 191 in the case of the Navier-Stokes equations.
That will be made possible by the use of anisotropic Sobolev and Besov spaces, studied
by D. Iftimie in [19] and [20].
Without going into any precise definition at this stage (that will be done in section 7),  let
us just say that in the statement of the two following theorems, the space H”,“’  (resp. the
space Hf?“~“‘)  is to be understood as the space of functions that are H” in the horizontal
variables, and Ii-“’  (resp. Besov B$,  ) in the vertical variables.
THEOREM 5. - If al and 122  are jixed, then for almost all (13,  the following result is true.
Let z+)  have a vertical average *ti(,  in L2(72),  with ‘u(),,,~  E  Ho*;-“,  where h  is a real number
in the interval IO,1  [,  and let the vertical average qf the exterior force, .f be an element qf
L”(R+, H-l),  with .fO,,  E  L2(R+:  H2”-1.i-0),  and 13~f,,,  E L2(R+,  H2’-~~~-‘),  where
fos,  = .f - f.
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Then for E sufficiently small, (RF’) is globally well posed, and the solution v”  satisfies:
where u is the solution in L”(R+, L2)  n L2(R+,  H1) of (NS2D),  and u,,,  is the solution
in L”(R+,  H6>h6 ) n L4(R+,  H++i,a-%)  of (Lo,,).
The interesting aspect of that result is that ~a  is taken in the energy space L2(7’)
instead of H 3 as previously. Actually, one can even suppose the “horizontal smoothness”
of ‘IlO,cJK~ as well, to be only in L2, as stated in the following theorem.
THEOREM 6. - If al and a2 are fixed, then for almost all as, the following result
is true. Let vg have a vertical average tie in L2(72), with PIO,~~~  E HB”)t,  and
let f  E L2(R+,  H-l), with fO,,  E L2(R+,  HB-lli), and atfOSC  E L2(R+,  HB-S-3).
Then for E sufJiciently  small, (RF”) is globally well posed, and
II’  -
t
u - ,c  - u,,,  = o(1)
0
in
&
L”(R+, HB”lf) n L4(Rf,  HBt)i)
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2. Notation and preliminary results
2.1. Elements of Littlewood-Paley theory
Throughout this article, we shall consider vector fields with a mean equal to zero over
the periodic box I”, and that are divergence free. In all the definitions and properties we
shall state in this section, we have defined
lnl2 = c 2. and similarly n z = c
nixi
-.
i 7 i aa
We will work in homogeneous Sobolev spaces, defined by the following norm.
DEFINITION 2.1. - Let .s  be a real number and let a be a distribution de$ned on Td.
Then a is an element of the homogeneous Sobolev space H” if’the  following norm is jnite:
where 3a represents the discrete Fourier transform of a.
In the following we will no longer specify that the spaces are homogeneous. The rules
of product in those spaces are the following.
LEMMA 2.1. - Let a and b be two distributions, and s and t be two real numbers such
that s, t < $ and s + t > 0. If a E H”(‘Td)  and b E Ht(‘Td),  then ab E HS+‘-g(ld)  and
labl,5+,-~  I Cs,tlal.slblt,
where C,,t is a constant depending only on s and t.
Moreover, for all s > %, H” is an algebra.
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In the rest of this study, we shall use the generic notation C for all “universal” constants.
To end this section, let us present a few elements of the Littlewood-Paley theory on the
torus, refering for instance to the study of D. Iftimie in [ 191:  we consider a radial, positive
function cp in Coo, supported in the ring centered at the origin, of small radius 3/4 and
large radius 8/3.  That function is at the basis of a dyadic partition of unity corresponding
to a decomposition of the frequency space into dyadic blocks.
DEFINITION 2.2. - Let a be a distribution dejined  on Id. The operators A, of frequency
truncation are defined by
Vq  E N ,  A,a  =  c a,ein’“cp
TLEZ”
where the a, are the Fourier coejticients  of a: a(x) = c a,ein’“.
nczzd
Let us notice that there exists an integer No such that
IP  - 91 2 No * supp(p(2-p.)  n supp(p(2-Q.) = 0.
That quasi-orthogonality property will come in useful in the computations that follow. In
particular it implies that for all a, Ip - q[ 2 NO + A,A,a  = 0.
The main interest of that decomposition will essentially lie for us in the following
lemmas (the proofs of which, as well as a general presentation of the Littlewood-Paley
theory for periodic functions, can be found in [19]).
LEMMA 2.2. - For any function a, the following equivalence is true:
which can also be written 2qslAqa10  = cqlalS, with cq E e2(N),  of norm equal to I.
The local aspect of the Aq will also be used through the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.3. - For any function a, one has the equivalence IVA,alo  N 2q\Aqa10, with
constants of equivalence independent of q and of a.
In [9],  one can find the proof of the following result:
LEMMA 2.4. - For all couples of functions (a, b) such that a is divergence free, if s and
t are two real numbers such that s, t < g + 1 and s + t > 0, then
I(A,(a.  Vb)lA,b)l  2 Ccq2-q(S+t-~-1)lAqb(Olalslblt,
where cq is a sequence of e2(N),  of norm equal to 1.
From now on, the notation (alb) represents the  scalar product in L2.
Finally in the course of the proofs we shall use the following very simple lemma, the
proof of which can be found in [ 191:
LEMMA 2.5. - For all functions a, and all couples of real numbers (p, q) such that
1 5 p 5 q, the following inequality is true:
II IbnWb Ilq I II Ikh(t)llq  lb.
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2.2. The system (SE)
In this section we are going to study the system (9) presented in the introduction:
{
-w)
(3
&v’ + q(tf, 7f)  + az(D)vE  + 7 = f in I”.
Vt’=” = 210.
We shall work here on the general bilinear form defined in (1.3),  and will mention at
the end of the proof of Theorem 1 how to adapt the study to the case of the Navier-
Stokes equations, where the vector fields are divergence free. Let us note that in that
case, q(u, 71) = P(u  VU), where P is the L*-orthogonal  projector on the divergence
free vector fields.
Before proving Theorems I and 2, let us concentrate a while on the system (S’), and
in particular on the penalization operator L. It is a skew-symmetric linear operator, called
an oscillating perturbation (concerning this aspect of the study one can refer to the work
of E. Grenier in [IS]),  meaning that for all s E R and all u. E H”, the problem
{
&v  + L(u) = 0 in I ” :
v/t=0 = ‘uo,
has a unique global solution v(t) = Cry, with
According to (1 .l), C is defined by
As shown in [18], the fact that L is skew-symmetric leads to the following property, which
is essential to get existence results for (S”), and in particular Theorem 0 stated in the
introduction, as it implies that the perturbation term does not appear in the energy estimates:
VII,
J’
L(v) . %r = 0.
7”
So the classical proofs of existence of solutions to the unperturbated equations hold in our
case (see for instance [7],  [13], [25], [26], [34]),  and that accounts for Theorem 0.
In the case when the vector fields considered are divergence free, which will be in
particular the case for the rotating fluids and for the quasigeostrophic system, L is
the semi-group associated with PL, where P is the L2-orthogonal  projection on the
divergence free vector fields.
Let us finally note that the system (9) can be made more general, for example by
adding space variables other than those concerned by the penalization - that is useful
in geometric optics for example; such a system is studied in [30]. One can also rather
consider f” or v,$, converging to f and ~0. We will study here the simpler system (S’),
and the results obtained remain true in those other cases.
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As stated in Theorem 0, for an initial data in H%-l,  the system (9) has a strong
solution wE,  uniformly bounded in C”( [0, T], Hi-l), and its life span T, is bounded from
below independently of E. However the fact that dtuE is a priori not bounded in F prevents
one from taking directly the limit of the equation. A method - see [2],  [18], [32] - is to
use the semi-group associated with the perturbation: the filtered vector field defined by
u,i  zz L -”
( >
‘Us satisfies the problem:
&
(SE)
{
&u’ + QE(uE, u’) + dg(R)u”  = L(-i)f in 7”;
qtzo  = 710,
where we have written
Then i&v’ is bounded in some H” (see [18]),  and by application of Ascoli’s theorem
one finds the following convergence result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. - For un initial data  ‘u. E H *-‘(7Td),  the solution uE of (&) converges
strongly in C”( [0, T], H”‘) for a s’ < $ - 1, to a function u,  which satisfies the limit11
system (SO).
The system (So)  was presented above; let us recall that
where f, &(u,  U) and &J(D) u are the limits in ID’  respectively of C(-i)f, &E(zP, u&),
and of d”,(D)&
Remark. - As the operator C preserves the H” norms, Q(u,  U) and AZ(D) are in fact
also the limits of QE(u, U) and of &,(D)u.
The operators & and &(D) satisfy the following fundamental property:
LEMMA 2.6. - The operators Q and Az( R), defined by
do not depend on the time variable.
Proof. - The proof of this lemma is written in [ 181 in the special case of two dimensions,
and can easily be adapted to our general case. Let us first study the quadratic term. We have
41,mo3-1  c ,-+J;::~” (A3,i,(11)~““(k)vb.j1(71  - k),ec(n))ec(?z),
a,b,c
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with the notation presented in the introduction. But then it is just a matter of using the
non stationary phase theorem, and one finds:
which proves Lemma 2.6 for the bilinear term.
For AZ(D)  the same type of argument holds: we have:
where w;‘~  = w”(n) - w’(n),  which leads directly to
and the Lemma is proved. q
Finally, as mentionned in the introduction, one can prove the following result.
LEMMA 2.7. - For all t, for all E,  the operator d%(D) = .L ( E)a,(D)L(i) iselliptic,- 4
with the same constant of elliptic& as Q.(D).  The same holds for AZ(D).
Proof. - It is trivial, if we notice that as L is unitary, we have for all vector fields u,
so the ellipticity of a~( D) implies that of d',(D) for all E, with the same constant as
u2 (D), and therefore also the ellipticity of dl (D). Cl
This last remark puts an end to the general study of system (9).  We are now going to
prove the various theorems stated in the introduction, using results proved in Appendix A;
it is there that the methods of S. Schochet in [32] will be used.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
3.1. Introduction
The object of this section is to prove Theorem 1, stated in the introduction. So let us first
recall the various equations on which we are going to work here: we start with the equation
(SE)
atvE + q(v’,w’)+  un(D)v'+  - =Jw)  f i n  I”;
&
$0 = uo,
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and the limit system
(So)
&u + &(u,u)+d~(D)u = f,
u1t=o.= 110,
where Q, AZ(D), and f are defined by
We suppose that u E C”( [0, T], H”) II  L2( [0, T], HS+l),  with s > i - 1 and we want
to show that
VE -L i GO(l)
0
i n  CO([O,T],H”)  nL2([0,T],HS+1).
Since the operator L preserves the H” norms, one can just as well work on the filtered
solution u,E rather than on vE. That filtered solution Q,  defined by 2~~ = L(-:)vE,  satisfies
(3)
dtuE + QE(uE,uE)  + d;(D)u" = L
qt,o = vo>
where QE(uE,uE) = L(--$)~(L(~)u~,L(~)u~),  d;(D)  = L(-i)a~(D)L(i), and 4 was
defined in (1.3).
Let us therefore define wE = U” - U. From ($) and (So), we get the following equation
for w”:
(3.1) &wE+P(wE,  w’+2rL)+d;(D) wE  = s”-~(~,~)+e(~,u)+dz(D)u-d~(D)u,
with an initial data equal to zero since uitzo = ~+a = ~0. We have defined
gE  = L(-i)f  - f.
We want to show that wE is defined on [0, T] and satisfies
uf = o(l) in C’([O,T],  H”)  f~  L2([0,T],  HSfl).
The right-hand side of equation (3.1) satisfied by wE is an oscillating term; we are
going to prove Theorem 3.1 using the following general lemma, the proof of which is
left to Appendix A.
LEMMA 3.1. - Let T > 0 and o > $ - 1 be two real numbers, let b” be a family offunctions,
bounded in the space C’([O,  T], H”) fl  L2(  [0, T], H”+l), and let a$ be a function going to
zero with E in H”. Let Q”  and d; be respectively a quadratic form and a second order
elliptic operator of the type (2.1),  and finally let R&, be a (p, o - 2)-oscillating junction,
with p 2 1, and let F” be a function going to zero with E in the space L2(  [0, T], HO-‘).
Then the junction a&,  solution of
{
&a” + &E(d, a’ + b”) + di(D)a" = R&,  + F” in
(c3J
Id,
$0 = 4j,
is an o(l)  in the space C’([O,T],  H”) n L2([0,T],  H”+l).
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 1
All that has to be done in order to use Lemma 3.1 is to check that (3.1) can be written
in the form (E&J. The initial data is zero, and u has the smoothness required for b” in
Lemma 3.1, so we just have to check that the right-hand side is a (p, s - 2)-oscillating
function, for some p 2 1.
PROPOSITION 3.1. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the right-hand side of
equation (3.1) is a (2, s - 2)-0scilZating  function.
Proof. - First of all, the forcing term g” is defined by
(3.2) gE = 3-l c ei*uf’(“‘(3’f(t,  n), ea(n))ea(n),
da(77)fo
where let us recall that w”(n) are the eigenvalues of L, and es(n) are the associate
eigenvectors. But f E C’([O,  T], HsP2) n L2([0,  7’1, HS-l),  and 8,f E L2([0,  T], HsP3),
so the function gE is a (1, s - 2)-oscillating term, where we have taken fa(t, n) = f(t,  n)
with the notation of Definition 1.2.
We then have a linear term, noted Pu, which is defined by
(3.3) 27"~ = d;(D)e  d2(D)u
= 3 - l  c ,i$y
(,2C,),"C,)!enC,>)eu(,),
uJ::.h#o
where wi>b = w”(n) - wb(n),  u”(n) = (3u(n)]eb(n))eb(n),  and where let us recall
that ua (D) is a second order elliptic operator. Hence we can take
fo(hn)  = a2(n>Ub(7L),
so 3-‘fo(t, .) is an element of the space C”([0,T],H”-2)  n L2([0,T],H”-‘)
and 3-la,fa(t,  .) is an element of L2([0,  7’1, Hs-3),  since &v has the smoothness
of a2(D)u.  So 27%  is a (1, s - 2)-oscillating term.
Finally we have the quadratic term:
(3.4) FE(7L,  7l)  = QE(u, ?I)  - qu, 7l)
= 3 - l  1 p-iftde:f,”(Ai,i~(n)u”~j(k)vblj’(n.  - Ic)?  e’(n))e’(n),
bqt,J  #O
where let us recall that w,“;>’  = w”(k) + ~~(72. - k) - w”(n).
Then we choose
TO(T k m) = Aij,  (4,
fl(&  k) = ILyt, zc), .fg(t,  m) = ubJ(t,  m).
We have, with the notation of Definition 1.2, pa = 1 and p1 = pz = 0. Then let us suppose
that s > $; then H” is an algebra, so ni 3-‘fi(t,  .) is in particular an element of the
space C”( [0, T], Hspl).  If s < $,  we have the same result, using the rules of product
recalled in Lemma 2.1 associated with the fact that 2s - 2 2 s - 1. Finally if s = %, then
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let 7 be a real number in IO, $[.  We have u E C’([O,T],Hi-7)  and 2(%  -77)  - $ > $ - 1,
so finally we have proved that, under the assumptions of Theorem 1,
r-pm .) is an element of C”( [0, T], HS-l).
Similarly, we find
n3-‘fi(t;) is an element of L’([O,T],H”).
So since moreover 3’-la,f;(t,  .) is an element of L2([0,T],  F-l), we conclude
that F(u, U) is a (2, s - 2)-oscillating term.
Proposition 3.1 is proved. 0
CONCLUSION. - We have just seen that (3.1) is an equation of the the type (E&J, so all
we have to do now is to use Lemma 3.1, which gives directly
wE = o(l)  in CO([O,T],H")n J~~([O,T],H'+~),
and Theorem 1 is proved. •1
3.3. The case of the Navier-Stokes equations
In the case when the bilinear term is Q(U,  U) = P(u  . Vv) with divergence free vector
fields on Id, the previous result is identical: it is just a matter of replacing in the preceding
proof the operator L by PL, where P is the L2-orthogonal  projection operator onto the
space of divergence free vector fields.
Then the constraint on the divergence implies that PL is written along d’ - 1 vectors:
d’-1
PLv = 3-l 1 iw”(n)(3w(n),  ea(n))ea(n).
a=1
The remarkable property of those operators is that they commute with the derivation
operators. Thus nothing is to be modified in the previous proof to get the expected result:
the solutions are defined in C’([O,  T], H”) II L2([0,  2’1, H”+l),  and uE - u = o(l)  in that
same space.
3.4. The case when T is infinite
In the two applications we will study, we wish to use Theorem 1 to obtain the global
existence of systems (RF’) and (PE”), for E > 0 small enough. However we must beware
that in the proof of Theorem 1, we have explicitly used the fact that the life time T of
the limit system was finite (that appears in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in Appendix A, in
the study of the high frequencies: the cut-off frequency N depends on T, and therefore
so does E, and nothing enables one to say for certain that N can be chosen independently
of T). Hence even if we prove that (So) is defined for all time T > 0, Theorem 1 only
leads to the existence of ET > 0 such that (9) is defined on [0, T] for all E < ET.  But
there again ET is a priori not uniform with respect to T.
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However in the particular case of the rotating fluid equations, as well as for the primitive
system, such a result will be sufficient to obtain the global existence for systems (RF’)
and (PE’),  for E > 0 small enough. Indeed, for both these equations, it is classical that
if the solution exists for a sufficiently long time To,  depending on the initial data, then
it exists in fact globally. Hence in both cases, one just has to find e.  small enough so
that equation (RF’) (resp. (PEE))  is defined on [0, To],  using Theorem 1.  Then for all
E 2 Ed,  (RF”) (resp. (PE”))  is globally well-posed. In other words in both those cases,
Theorem 1 can be extended to the case when T = cc. The same holds for Theorem 2,
which is proved in the coming section.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
4.1 Introduction
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2: under a certain number of small
divisor assumptions on the operator L, we shall prove that
uE - u = O(E) in C’([O!  T], Hi-l) rl  L2([0,  T], Ht).
and analyse precisely what that O(E) term is made of.
4.2. A first order expansion
From Theorem 1, we know that
(4.1) uE - u = o(l) in C’([O,T],H+‘)  nL2([0,T],Hg).
To prove that we have in fact, under some conditions, IP - u = O(E), we are going to
study as in section 3.2, the equation satisfied by rtiE = ‘II’  - u:
(4.2) &we + d;(D)w”  + Q’( WE,  WC + au) = gE - Dell,  - F&(U:  u),
where gE,  ~Yu, and FE(74  U) are defined in (3.2),  (3.3),  and (3.4) respectively.
PROPOSITION 4.1. - Let j. be the integer part of, i(s + ~12  - $). Suppose that
ZJO  E H ‘+w  (Id),  and h t ft a or all 0 < j 5 j,, 3,3f E C’([O,T],  HY-2y-2+a1a)  n
L2([(),  T], Hs-+l+Wa ); then .for  all 0 5 j 5 jo,  we have:
aju E CO([()T],$-23+“12)  “L2([0,T],H”-2j+1+c~lL).
Proof. - A simple recursive argument gives the result: it is of course true when j = 0,
and let us suppose that for all 0 5 ,% 5 ,i - 1, we have
,$u  E C”([O,  T],  Hs-2k+cu1a)  n L2([0,  T], HS-2k+1+N1z).
Then differentiating j - 1 times the system (SO)  yields
@u + a,“-‘C&L,  7~)  + d2(D)d+ = a;-‘!.
Since, as recalled in Lemma 2.1, H’ is an algebra if -r  > $,  the recurrence assumption
implies that @-‘Q(u,  U) is in C’([O,  T], HS-2j+1+U12)  II L2([0,  T], HY-2j+2+CY12).
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Furthermore, we have A2(D)8j-1~  E C”([O, T], Hs-2j+ru1r)  n L2([0,  T], Hs-2j+1+a1a);
the proposition follows. 0
In order to prove that W’  is an O(E) in C’([O,T]:H:-‘) n L2([0,T],  H:), we shall
use Lemma 2.1, as in the proof of Theorem 1. But first let us note that we have seen in
section 3.2, Proposition 3.1, that the right-hand side of (4.2) is oscillating in time. The
method we shall follow is that used by S. Schochet in [32]: it is inspired by the following
simple ordinary differential equation, which modelizes (4.2). Let us consider:
&p - F(p)  = cos  ;
and define the function
li,=g--icsini.
Then $ and cp are of the same size, up to an E, and $ satisfies the equation
which is an equation where, up to an E, the oscillating part has disappeared. By analogy
with that model problem, let us define
( 4 . 3 ) GE  = w’ + E&,(U),
where &,(u) is defined in (1.4): we have
(4.4)
with
(4.5)
( 4 . 6 )
(4.7)
SE(t) !zf  3-l c -%&d(n)
wq74
(F.f(t, n), e”(n)>ea(n):
W” (n)#O
(Ai;i,(n)rc”.‘(k)ub~~‘(n  - k),  e’(n))e’(n).
The notation is the same as in the introduction, and as in section 2.2.
LEMMA 4.1. - Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, &,(u)  is a (2, : - 1)-oscillating
function.
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Proof. - The forcing term cE(t) is defined in (4.5). The assumptions of Theorem 2
imply in particular that:
f E  c”([o,T],H+-l)  n L2([o,T],Hq
as well as aff E L2([0,T],HgW2); since moreover L is an operator of order zero,
(1.2) implies the result for the first term in &(r~).  Let us note that, as remarked in
the introduction of this article, if instead of assuming (1.2),  we suppose that L is of
order r, then supposing that f E C”( [O: T], Hs-2+a1n+r) n L2(  [O!  7’1. Hs-l+O1”+“) and
iJtf E L2(  [0, T], Hs-3+cu1a+“) gives the same result.
For the linear term Z?u defined in (4.6),  we can take
jgt.  n) = (W~ya&+Lyn)>
which is an element of the space C”([O,T],H~-l)  n L2([0,T]3H$-2)  since we have
assumed that u is an element of C”( [0, T], HB+i+@l)  n L2( [O! T], Hs+2+a1),  with s > $.
Then as &7~ is in C”( [O,  2’1, Hli-l+al ) n L2(  [0, T]  , Hs+“’ ) according to Proposition 4.1,
the result follows for D’?L.
Finally for F”(u,  u),  we can choose:
ra(rl, k,  m) = (wE::“)-‘Aj,it(n): fi(t. k) = u"~'(k). and fz(t,m)  = ub’j’(m),
with
PO = 1 a n d  p1=p2=02.
The result follows immediately, since u is in C”([O,T],H”+““)  n L2([0,T],H”+1+N2)
with s > $, and &u is an element of C’([O,T],  Hs-2+az)  n L2([0,T].  HS-l+CYd) by
Proposition 4.1.
So Lemma 4.1 is proved. 0
Remark. - Up to now, we have written that uE - u = $” - E@J~~.  So one of the
terms of the expansion given in Theorem 2 is found: the “fast part” E&. Now we are
going to prove that there exists a function h, independent of E, such that $’ = ch + O(E).
That will prove the Theorem.
So let us define the function $; = ~-i@.  It is easy to see, according to the definition
of $” given in (4.3),  that $$ satisfies the following equation:
(4.8)
a,li,E+d~(D)~);+QE(~E,~~E+271,-2E~,~,.)  = ~:,t,+dE,(D)~SC+eE(R;;BCi27L-E~SC),
where we have defined fiO$  by && = jE,t + eExt + FEpt  and, with the notation of the
introduction,
+ efF-l  x  -iei+u(“)  I a
9
“P(n)#O
W”(n)  4.f  (Cn),
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LEMMA 4.2. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, &$ is a (2, $ - 3)-oscillating
function.
Proofi  - The proof is very similar to that leading to Lemma 4.1. The fact that &f is
in C’([O:T], H$-3) f?  L2([0,  T], I?gp2) and a,“f E L2([0,  2’1, HaW4) gives the result for
jE.t.  As in the case of Lemma 4.1, if one does not suppose the condition (1.2),  the result
still holds if a,f  and a,“f are smooth enough.
Then Proposition 4.1 implies that&u E C’([O,  T], H”-1+“1)nL2([0:  T], I@“‘), which,
with the first order small divisor estimate satisfied by L, as well as the smoothness of d$~,
leads to the result for Z?ltri.
Finally for FE>“(~l,u), we can take
as well as
fr (t, Ic)  = &u”‘j(lc) and fa(t, m) = ub’j’(m).
Then, with the notation of Definition 1.2, we have g1 = s - 2 and ~2  = s,  with s > $,
as well as 5; = s - 4 + ~2, pa = 1, and p1 = p2 = op, which gives the result:
without loss of generality, we can suppose that s < i + 2; then one considers rl such
that s - 5 > $,  and s - rl < 2.  Then the rules of product of Lemma 2.1 and the fact
that s - 77 + s - 2 - $ 2 $ - 2 gives the result. Cl
PROPOSITION 4.2. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we have
7)’  = O(E) in CO([O,T],H+-‘) n L2([0,T],d).
Proof. - Let us prove that $E, solution of (4.Q is a O(1) in C”([O,T],HB-l)  n
L2([0,T],  Hi).
That result is simply due to the fact that the right-hand side of equation (4.8),  which we
can call G’,  is bounded in L2([0,  T], H%-2): for the terms A;(D)&,, and et!,  that is an
obvious consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and for the term QE(&, 211  - E&&J,
the rules of product of Lemma 2.1 give the result. Moreover, wE is an o( 1)
in CO([O,  T], Hi-l) n L2([0,T],  If+), according to (4.1),  so $I” defined in (4.3) also,
and finally 7jlE + 2~ - 2e&,,  is bounded in the space C”( [0, ?‘I,  11s’l)  n L2([0,  2’1, H$).
Calling that last term cE, it follows that $7 satisfies an equation of the type
where cE  is bounded in C’([O,T],H%-I)  n L2([0,T],Hg),  and where G” is bounded
in the space L2([0,T],  HiW2). Then a classical estimate (see [7]  or [19] for instance,
or Appendix B) implies that $I: is bounded in C”([O,T].H~-l)  n L2([0,T], H$).  The
proposition follows. 0
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PROPOSITION 4.3. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, I&  dejined in (4.8) satisJies  an
equation that can he written us:
( 4 . 9 ) at$$ + A;(D)?/);  + a&?=($;?  1L)  = R;g(u)  + ER2”(7L)  + R(u):
where R&I:,  is  u (3 ,  2  - 3)-oscillating  term, where R2.”  i s  bounded in  the  space
L2([0,  T], fJ+>,
L2([0,  T], I+).
and where R(u)  is a function independent of t7,  in C”(  [0, 2’1,  II+  -“)  f?
Prooj:  - Let us analyse the right-hand side of the equation (4.8),  satisfied by $T. The
first term, &$, can be written as R:$(u,)  of the proposition, according to Lemma 4.2.
Moreover, the rules of product recalled in Lemma 2.1, associated with Lemma 4.1 and
Proposition 4.2 imply that:
where R2,‘(rh)  is bounded in L2([0,  7’]!  H$-2).
Now we are left with two terms, A’,(D)I&,  and &E(R,Yc::,,,~u).
For Am&,,,  the study is somewhat complicated by the fact that the oscillations
due to A”,(D) can interfere with those of &,(u): we have
with
so the oscillation phase in A2 ( D).ijE is w”(n)  - u”(n)  + &(u)  = u”(n).  So the terms, in
the sum defining AG(D)$  above, such that u”(n)  = 0, do not depend on E and can be
written as R(v), whereas if We # 0, then we have a purely oscillating term which goes
into R:;:(U):  it is clearly a (1. g - 3)-oscillating term, as
,f E C”([077’]:Hg-1)  n ,5”([O;T],H+) and &f E L2([0,T],Hi-2).
Similarly, the restriction of A;(D)j” to ~“(71) = 0 is in CO([O,T],HG-“)  n
P([O, T], II-y.
For the term A.$(D)‘o’u  we find the phase w’~(~L)--~(~~)+w’(,)-w~‘(~~)  = w$“: since
and the phase of A;(D)F”(  .71  71  Is”~(7L)-W6(~n,)+W6(7~,)-W”‘(/c-wb’(7ek.)  =  -L&;,b’y)
since p”( TL,  U) is equal to:
3-- 1 c 1 <Ll  h’.bp-‘t”‘k,;,,“‘.h.h  ’ A~,r,(n)~“‘~~(lc)~,,b’,~’
n’.6’  hi0  -A.,1
(7L  - k), e6(n))e6(7).
dh.,  /I
So in both those cases, one can also separate the function into R(u), independent of E
and an element of C”([O,T],Hg-“)  II L2([0,T],Hg-2),  and R:~(u): in a similar way
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to the previous cases we have encountered, it is easy to see that the oscillating part of
those functions, (A;(D)Z?U)~~~  and (A?J(D)@(u,u))~,~~,  are respectively (1, $ - 3)
and (2, $ - 3)-oscillating. One can indeed take, in the case of &j(D)@u,
fo(&  n,) = a;(n)(w~‘b’)-lub(n)
and in the case of dG(D)F"(u,w),
fi(t, Ic)  = u”“‘(lc) and fi(t;  m) = I”‘.“‘,
with p. = 3 and p1 = pz,=  ~2. Then u E C”([O,T],H”+l+RY’)  n L2([0,T],Hst2+“rL)
as well as n E CO([O,  T], H”+“2) n L2([0,  T], Hs+1+a2 ) give the expected result in both
cases, respectively.
Finally we are left with one last term, Q(&.,  u).
The study for that term is similar to that of the term A;  (D)&,(w), as the function Q
introduces oscillations that can cancel out those of &,.  We have indeed
w i t h  j” =  FM1 c
d(k)#O
so the function Q(j”, U) can be split in two, depending if ~“(n - k-)  = u”(n)  or not.
The oscillating part, &‘(p,  u)OSc, is clearly (2, $ - 3)-oscillating, considering the
assumptions made on f. Similarly, in the case when we have w”(~L  - k) = u”(n),
the corresponding function is in C”( [0, 7’1, Hgp3)  n L2  ([0, 7’1, Hbe2),  so it can be written
as R(u).
In the same way, Q’(@,‘,  U) can be cut into two parts, since we have
&E(ijEu,u)  = 3-l C e -+;:l“ Aj,..,  (7L)fjWj u(k) ub.j’(n  - A:):  e’(n))e’(nj.
k.a,b.c
For the same reasons as previously, the function QE(@u; u),,,  is (2, $ - 3)-oscillating:
we can take
ro(7&,  k, m )  =  Aj,jf(n)a2(k)(~,“‘b)-1.
fl(& k) = Ub@) and f2(t, m) = ~~,j’(m),
which gives directly the result, since u E C’([O,  T], H’+‘+“l)  n L2([0,  T], HS’+l+“l), and
using moreover Proposition 4.1.
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Similarly, the restriction of Q&(@u,  U) to the case when w”‘(k) -I-  w’(~L  - k) = w”(,~?,)
is an element of C’([O,  7’1; II+-“)  n L2([O; T], HBm2),  hence can be written as R(U).
Finally the same goes for Q”(FE;  ,u):  we have
where  jW>j (u,,u)(k)  is equal to:
So in QE(FE, U) the phase is w;l$“‘ + w~:$~~ = w”(n-k)-wc(n)+Wqk’)+wb’(k-k’).
The function restricted to the case when the phase vanishes, is in C’([O,  7’1, II+-“)  n
P([O,  T], e-2), so can be written as B(u).  When the phase is not zero, which corresponds
to ii?+? ll)osc, it is easy to see that we have a (3: $ - 3)-oscillating function, taking
r~~(k’.  ~1’.  7.)  = A,,.j,(n)A~~~,(k)(W~::~.“Ll)-l.
as well as
with p. = 1 and p1 = p2 = 1 + (x2. Hence Proposition 4.3 is proved. fl
Remarks. - In all the results proved here, it is easy to see that if [L,  uz(D)]  = 0, then it
is enough to suppose that u E C’([O,  7’1, HJ+a2) f?  L2([0,  T], HS+1+‘Y2) to have the same
results. Let us note that the computations above imply that:
- c
“;.b#O.
-+  (Aj;j/  (ag~“(k))~‘j(k)  ublj’(n - k))“(n)
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with the usual notation, and where wk, k nyyd = w”(k’)  + Wyk  - k’)  + w”(n  - k) - wd(n,).
Now let us define the function h,  solution of the following equation:
(Sl)
i
d,h + A,(D)h+  2Q(u,h) = R(u) in I”,
+o = &,,(u),t=o
and let us introduce the function wf = $$ - h.
The definition of &&.(u) in (4.4)-(4.7)  shows that hjt,o does not depend on E.
PROPOSITION 4.4. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we have:
h E C”([O,T],H+)  nL2([0,T],N~):
and
w; = o(l) in C”([O,T],H+-l)  nL2([0,T],H+);
moreover, if [L,  Q(D)] = 0, then u E C’([O,  7’1, H”f”2)  n L”([O?  T], H”+1+n2) is enough
to obtain the same result.
Remark. - Let us suppose that Proposition 4.4 has been proved. Then we have:
= E h. - E &,(u,)  + E w;,
with w;  = o(1)  in C’([O,T],HG-‘)  n L’([O,T],Hi), so the first order expansion of ?L~
is found, and Theorem 2 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. - We have just proved, with Proposition 4.3, that R(u) is
an element of C”([0,T],H+-3)  n L2([0,T],Hge2).  S o c assical1 results on parabolic
equations imply that h is in C’([O,  T], Hi-l) n L2([0,  T], H:) (those results are recalled
in Appendix B).
So now let us study the function 7~;  = $7 - h, wh’ hK satisfies the following equation:
(4.10) a,wE+A”,(D)wf+&“(ul~,1~)  = R;&(E,(u,)+eR2+-@(h)+2Q(h,u)-22QE(h.u).
LEMMA 4.3. - Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the right-hand side of (4.10)
is of the type R&,  + FE,  where R&, is a (3, $ - 3)-oscillating function, and F”
goes to zero with E in L2([0,T],H~-2). Moreover, if [Q(D), L]  = 0, then u E
C”( [0, T]?  HYfCYZ)  n L2(  [0, T], Ws+l+aa)  is a suficient condition.
ProofofLemma4.3.-LetusstartbyprovingthatR~$=.(~)-;n”(h)+2e(h,,1L)-2&&(h.,I~)
is a (3, $ - 3)-oscillating function.
We have already proved the result for the function Rig(u),  with Proposition 4.3. Hence
we are left with 2Q(h,u,) - 2Q”(h,u) - Z?(h).  We have:
f+(h) = -F-l c ,‘~(W”(71)--Wb(7L))(n2(n)h”(lb),  e.a(n)),~~(n).
cP(n)-w*(n)#o
But since h is an element of the space C”([O,T],Hg-‘)  n L2([0,T],HG),  according to
Proposition 4.4, then a2(D) h is in C”([0,T],H4-3)nL2([0,T],H~-2).  Besides, &h has
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the smoothness of ns(D)h,  so &az(D)h  has the smoothness of az(D)h,  hence &ua(D)h
is an element of L’([O,T],W+“).  SO Z+(h) is a (1, $ - 3)-oscillating function, hence
has the right form for Lemma 4.3.
Moreover, &‘(h,  U) - Q( h.  ‘u)  is equal to:
which is clearly a (2: $ - 3)-oscillating function.
So we have proved that R&:.  + 2&(h,  U) - 2QE(h,  U) - 8’(h)  is a (3, $ - 3)-oscillating
function.
Moreover, if [L,  u2]  = 0, then those results hold with rr = s + (~2. So Lemma 4.3
is proved. 0
End of the proof of Proposition 4.4. - To conclude, we just have to remember that the
initial data satisfies UILU;^,~=~ = 0. So Lemma 3.1 implies directly that WE is an o( 1) in
CO([O,  T], Id-l) n P([O,  T], HQ, and Proposition 4.4 is proved. 0
So as remarked after the statement of Proposition 4.4, we have computed the first order
expansion of u’:
uE - IL = EIL  - E&&(U) + O(E) in CO([O,  T], H+-l) n L”([O.T],  H+)
So Theorem 2 is proved. Cl
Remark. - Were it not for the fear of over-complicated computations, it would be
easy to extend the previous proofs to a higher order expansion: after the study we have
undertaken, it seems clear that under more regularity assumptions on the initial data,
as well as with more small divisor estimates on the perturbation, 7~~ has an asymptotic
expansion at any order.
5. Application to the primitive equations
5.1. Presentation of the equations
Let us consider in this section the primitive equations of the quasigeostrophic system:
&VE + IiF  . VV’-Dv”+& -%V’ = E-I(-V@“,  0) f .f in I”
(PE”) divv’ = 0 in 7”
r/;;_,  = lqj,
with
where let us recall that V’ = (vE,  7’“).
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We will sometimes find it more convenient to write v = (Vl  ) V2,  V”)  and T = V4.
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3, stating the global existence of the
solutions of (PE”)  when E is small enough. Since we want to use Theorems 1 and 2
proved in the previous sections, we are going to compute the limit of the system (E’),
found by filtering (PE’)  with the operator L (- $) . Here, since the velocity field ‘Us is non
divergent, /Z is the semi-group associated with the operator FL, where PV’ projects 11~
onto the divergence free vector fields without changing the temperature T’; we will come
back to its explicit form in the next section.
Let us define U” = .C(-2)V’. The vector field U” satisfies the following equation
----a=
(PE 1
dtUE + Q’(U’, U-“) - C(-f)DC(~)U~  = fE i n  73,
div 6 = 0 in I”,
u;,=,  = v,,
where
QE(UE:UE)  = c(-i) (c(+ .VC(~)U~). p = c(-j)f.
5.2. The limit system
Finding the limit of (E’) comes down to finding the limit of the quadratic
term QE(UE,UE)  as well as the linear term C(-“)DL(c)W: calling those limits
respectively Q( U, U) and Z%J,  and writing fl for t& limi: of p, the limit equation
is &U - DU + Q(U.  U) = fl.
Those limits are obtained by studying the eigenvalues of PL in the Fourier space. So
we first are going to compute those eigenvalues, which will enable us not only to find
Q(U,  U) and fiU  but also will give us a means to diagonalize the limit system, following
also the method of J.-Y. Chemin in [8],  in a way which will make it very easy to check
that it is well posed.
5.2.1. The operator PL
Let us consider the following equation:
a,v + PLV  = 0:
where as stated above, P is the orthogonal projection of ‘u onto the divergence free vector
fields, without changing T. In Fourier coordinates, P has the following form:
P, = Id - &
i
$/a: nl7L2/ala2 nln3/ala3 0
n2nl/a2al 4/a; n2n3/a2a3  0
n3nda3al n3n2/a3a2 7x:/a;
0 0 0 0 1
0 ’
where (nj2  = Cn:/ap, and Id is the identity matrix.
One then computes the eigenvalues of P,L  : in [ 121,  P. Embid and A. Majda find
the eigenvalues 0 (double) and fi
($/a$  + Fe2  ln’12)  +
InI  .
Hence, when F = a;l, the
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e ” ( n )  =  h 2( 1; ei(n)  = - -iWJInI&  -rli + irk-3 i  i -in1 - n2 )i ~~-~~~~:;~(~$?j.
In the following, we shall call e”(rL) the eigenvector of P,L  associated with the
eigenvalue n.  Let us note that in the case F = ny’, the eigenvalues of P,L  do not
depend on n. So in that very special situation, the small divisor estimates of Definition 1.1
are trivial.
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eigenvalues of P,L  are 0, i and -i, and the associate eigenvectors, where one only
considers those whose first three components are “divergence free” are, in that particular
Before using those results to find the limit of (e’),  let us introduce, in the same way
as J.-Y. Chemin in [8],  the following diagonalization: we start by defining the “potential
vorticity” by
The diagonalization is then obtained by writing U’ = U&  + U&,.,  with
U&  = (VkA-‘12”.  0, -i33FA-162’).
where V,i = (-4~,i))~).  The field U& is known as the quasigeostrophic part of iYE,
whereas the field U,&,z  is the oscillating part. One can then immediately notice that e”
defined above is non oscillating, that is to say that e” = e$, and the eigenvectors
associated with fi have a quasigeostrophic component equal to zero, since e*i = e$$.
Let us also note that the equation satisfied by 61 will simply be the projection of the
equation on U,  onto [n/e’(n), in the Fourier space, whereas for U,,, it corresponds to
the projection onto e*‘(n).
Finally, as U& is defined along the vectors in the kernel of P, L, then Uz,  is in fact
equal to I$&, and the same holds for lIJ,c;  and VQG,  which are equal.
By analogy with the notation above, we shall note in the following
fp,,+  = &f2  - l12f1 - F-l&f4.
and f = ,fQG  + fo,,, where
(5.1) .~QG  = (Vt A-‘,fpt,  0,  -&FA-‘fpf,,t).
Let us note that for all t, we have L(~).~QG  = .fQc:.
5.2.2. The limit
To make things simpler, we will write the computations here in the case when F = a;‘.
The case F # a3-’ is easily obtained from that particular case, at the price of longer
computations, written for the most part in [12]; we will refer to them as we go along.
PROPOSITION 5.1. - The limit of ( EC) can be separated into two equations : thejrst one is
@Gs)  {
&fl + ‘~QG . vfl + aQG(D)fl  = fyot,
UQGlt=O  = b,QG,
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where aQG(D)  is a second order elliptic operator, and in the case when F = a,‘,  that
equation can be written &Cl  + VU&G  . VR - vAz0  - u’a,“Q = fpotr where A,  = 8: + 8:.
The second equation is linear in U,,,, for almost all  (al, a2, as):
where a,,,(D) is a second order elliptic operator, and in the case when F = a;‘, that
equation can be written &U,,, + 2e(vQG, U,,sC)  - +A,&,, - z@JUYC = 0.
Proof. - Let us start by noticing that the weak limit of L( - :) fO,, is zero. Then the
proof of Proposition 5.1 is made of two parts: in the first part, we shall investigate the
limit of the quadratic term (Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3),  and then we will study the limit of
the linear term C(-$)DL(:)U’.
l The quadratic term:
LEMMA 5.1. - The limit of (FQ”(U’, U”), Inleo( is equal to VQG  . Vb2.
Proof. - Let us prove the result in the case when F = a;‘;  the case F # aT1 is treated
exactly in the same way, but the computations are somewhat more complicated. Let us
note that in [12], P. Embid and A. Majda state that in the general case, the limit of that
quadratic term is VU&G  . VR, as given in the lemma.
The method to find the limit of such a term is standard, and shall be used continuously in
the following. As in the proof of Lemma 2.6, it all comes down to studying, by application
of the non stationary phase theorem, the resonances of the operator PL, defined by the
equation
w”(k)  + wb(m)  = Lfyn), w i t h  k+m=n,
where each of the terms in the equation is an eigenvalue of PL in the Fourier space,
which we have computed above. Hence in the case when F = aT1, the computations are
going to be remarkably easy, due to the fact that the eigenvalues of P,L  do not depend
on the Fourier variable n.
LEMMA 5.2. - When F = ayl, the triplets (G,  -fi,  0) do not contribute to the resonances.
Let us suppose for a moment that this lemma has been proved. To find the limit of the
quadratic term, one considers the possibilities of resonances, which correspond here to the
case where the eigenvalues (w”(k),  ub(m), u”(n)) are elements of {(O,O,O),  (fi,Fi,O)}:
this is due to the fact that 0’ does not oscillate, so is defined along the vectors co(n).
But Lemma 5.2 indicates that (Iti,  pi, 0) does not contribute to the resonances, so it
follows that one is left with (0, 0,O) only, which corresponds exactly to the quadratic term
in (DQC),  and to Lemma 5.1. q
Proof of Lemma 5.2. - Let us compute the following expression, where we have written
the sum of the limits of @ restricted respectively to (i, -i, 0) and (-i, i, 0):
(5.2) C (U(k), ei(k)) (U(m), e-i(m))ei’j(rc)mj(e-i(nL),  e’(n))e’(n)
k+m=n
+ C (U(k), eei(k))  (U(7n),  ei(m))e-“~j(l;)nzj(ei(m),  e”(n))e”(n).
k+m=n
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A simple computation, shows that, at a fixed value of n, and with k: + rn.  = 71,
C ei.j(rc)mj(e-'(nb),e"(7b))  = -BR(k,m),
where R(lc,  m) is real and symmetric in t? and ~3:
But the term (U(k). ei(k)) (U(m); e-i(7r,)) can be written as C(k,  m) + D(lc,  rr~),  with
C(k? m) and D(lc,m) real, and furthermore
C(m,  k) + iD(m,  k)  = C(lc: m) - iD(k;,  7n).
Using the symmetry of the domain of summation, still with n fixed, one can therefore
write
C iR(k, m)(C(k.  71~) +  iD(k, rn)) = C iR(k,  m)(C(k7  rn)  - iD(k,7n))
k+m=n k+m=?l
= c i,R(k, 7rL)C(k, 7n),
k+nl==71
which means that this sum is in fact a purely imaginary number. And since the second
sum in (5.2) is its complex conjugate, the Lemma follows. 0
LEMMA 5.3. - For almost all (aI. a2,  CQ),  the limit of QE(UE,  U’),,s,,  is ~Q(VQG,  U,,qc).
Proof. - Like above, we shall first consider the case when F = nyl.  Let us write the
bilinear term @(UE, U”) in the form:
(5.3) Qq!r~,U”)  = F-l c c e- $(n+b-c)UE.a,.j (k)mpb~‘qrrl,  n),
Ic+m=n  (o,h,c)E{-l,O,i}‘l
with the following notations:
(5.4) U”(k) = (J-T(k),  e”(k))@(k) and Ub”(7n,  n) = (U’(m),  ec(n,))e’(n).
Since by definition U&, oscillates, then necessarily e” oscillates, which means that
c E {-i; i}. But then after taking the limit in c, the couple (a, b) can only be equal
to (&i,  0) or (0, &Ii),  which implies that between e’ and eb, one is equal to e”, and in
particular does not oscillate, whereas the other is equal to e*Ii, and oscillates. It follows
that the limit of QE(UE, U’),,,  can be written as 2Q(V&,  U,,,),  and Lemma 5.3 is proved
in this particular case, when F = a;‘,  in 7s.
In the case when F # aT1, the resonances are obviously not so easy to find. However
a simple argument leads to Lemma 5.3: the equation w”  (Ic)  + w6(m)  = ~3”(,4  + m)!
for w”(k),  wb(m)  and w’(k+m,) non zero, can be considered as the equation in ((~1, (~2,  (13)
of a surface of Rs, with coefficients depending on a countable number of variables and
which is non trivial, since when us = F-l, there is no solution. Therefore the set of
solutions is of measure zero in R3.  So out of a set of measure 0, that identity never occurs,
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for any value of k and m. Hence the only possible quadratic terms in the limit of the
equation on U&  have VQG  in the product, which proves the Lemma. 0
l The linear term:
To find the limit system, we now are left with one last term: l(-i)Df( s)U”. As we
have seen in Lemma 2.7, the limit of the operator C( - ;)VE(  $) is elliptic. Let us compute
that limit against the vectors eU(n). We have, considering (2.2),
~~~~(-~)V~(~)~--‘e”(rr) = (aT(n) e”(n))ea(n)
= 1 ui(n)le"~i(n)12e"(7~),
where we have written D = diag(ai)i<ic4.  So in particular we have:- -
where UQG(D)  and uosc(D)  are elliptic. So using the results found above for the quadratic
terms, the case where F is arbitrary in Proposition 5.1, is proved.
In the case when F = a;l, very simple computations enable us to find precisely the
expression of uQG( D) and uOsC( D), since we have computed the value of the eigenvectors
e”(n) in that simpler case. It is thus trivial to see that:
C nj(n)le0~j(n)12  = --v  (7~4  + n”,)  - v’ 71~2,
and
c uj(n)le*i’yn)l2  = -
.i
Yn;  - ;(n:  + n;)  - ;(nT  + 713
= -vn: - q,i: + n;,.
That ends the proof of the Proposition 5.1. 0
So finally one has found the following result: for the quasigeostrophic part of iYE, after
taking the limit in E, one is only left with bilinear terms in VQG,  and the limit equation
is the following:
C&G) {
‘%fl  + UQG .  vi2  +  UQG(D)~  =  .fpot,
VQGJt=O = b,QG
and for the oscillating part of U’, for almost all (ai,  u2, us),  the limit system in Uo,T,.  is
linear in Uo,g,., and of the form
(&id atum  + 2g(vQG,  umc)  + uonc(D)Uo,w  = 0,
U osclt=o  - vo,o,c.
Remark. - The values of (al,  u2, ~3)  leading to (Dose)  define  the non-resonant domains
for the primitive equations.
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5.3. Global existence for the limit system
We shall in this part prove that the limit system obtained above is globally well-posed
in the space C’(R+,  H”)  n L’(R+,  H”+l)  for an initial data in H”, with s 2 1. Let us
recall that in (5.1),  we have defined ~(L)G  by:
fQG = (Via-‘j&, 0.  -&FA-‘f,,,).
PROPOSITION 5.2. - lfVo  E H”(‘T3), with s 2  1, and if.fQG  E  L2(R+,  II”-‘),  then
V,, E C”(R+,Hs)  n L2(R+; H”+l).
Proof. - The proof of that proposition is based on energy estimates in H”. For technical
reasons, we are going to consider different possible values of s. Everything lies on the
result when s = 1, and that result is due to the particular form of the equation, as since ?i@
is divergence free, a direct energy estimate in L2  on the equation satisfied by 0 leads to
where c and C are two “universal” constants.
Then writing V,,,,  = A,V&, we have, using Lemma 2.4,
;$4QG&)li:  + C22”lT/yC,q(~)l;  F Cc,(t)2-~IVyc(t)I~lTJ~o;g(%)lo
+ Cc,(t)2-4(“-1)IfC2G(t)ls--lIV~L‘.q(t)10:
where cq(t)  is a sequence of 12(N),  of norm I. Then by Gronwall’s lemma, that implies that
IK22.~(t>lo  I JV&~q.0J0e-C22q+  + C
I’
t CY(7)2-T  )V~C(~))22e-c2’v(t-7jd7
.s-?
. 0
.t
+ c
I
“q(7)2- q(s-i)l~QG(7)IJ_le-(.2’4(t-T)d7.. o
Then multiplying by 2n(‘+l),  taking the L2  norm followed by the e2 norm in Q and using
Young’s inequality yields, if 1 5 s 5 $,
lIvQGII~L([O,Tl,~s+‘)  5 IVQG,Ols  + CIIVQG~&J,T],HL)  + CllfQG(I~2([(~,~],~s-,).
Similarly, multiplying by 2Qs,  taking the L” norm followed by the l” norm in (1, and
using Lemma 2.5 gives, if 1 5 s 5 $,
SO using (5.5),  the result is proved when 1 < s < I, and we have:
(5.6) QS E [l, i], if Vo E H”, then VQ,  E CO([O,T],H”)  n L2([0,T],Hgf1).
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Then let us suppose that $ 5 s < z; we can again use Lemma 2.4, which yields
(5.7) ;glvQG,q(t)li + c2241VQG,q(t)l;  5 cc,(t)~-“‘““-4~Iv,,(t)l%Iv,,,,(t)lo
+ Cc,(t)2-4(“-1) IfQG(t)ls-lIVQG,q(t)lO.
Then similar computations to the ones written above imply finally that:
IIVQGIIL~([O,TI,HS+~)  5 IVQG,OI~  + CIlV~~llf,~~~o,~~,~~~  + CII~QGIIL~((O,TI,H~-~),
IIVQGIICYP,W+~  5 IVQG,OIS + CIIVQGII~~([~,TI,IP)  + CII~QGIIL~([O,TI,~~-~).
So using (5.6),  we have:
(5.8) V’s  E [1,2],  if V. E H”, then VQG E C'([O,T],H")  nL2([o,T],Hs+1).
Finally let us suppose that s 2 2. Then we have
~~IVQG(~)I~  + cIVQG(~)I~+~  I CIVQG(~)I~IVQG(~)I~+~  + C~~QG(~)~~-~IVQC:(~)I~+~,
hence by a Gronwall estimate we get
IVQG(~)I~  + G  1’  IVQG(~)IZ+~  do
5 (IVQG,OI~  + Cllfg~ll~~(~o,~~,~s-~~)e~~  C o(.I ’ IVQG(~)IZ  dr > .
So we can conclude by recurrence: if VQG  E L2(R+,  H”), then the estimate above implies
that V&  E C’([O,  2’1, H”) n L2(R+,  II”+‘). So Proposition 5.2 is proved. 0
Now we can turn to the oscillating part U,,,.
PROPOSITION 5.3. - Zf  V. E H”(T3), with s 2 1, then the solution U,,, of the system (DTic)
satisfies
U,,,  E CO(R+, H”)  n L2(R+,  HSfl).
Proof. - This Proposition lies on the fact that the equation satisfied by U,,,  is linear.
We can use Lemma B.l, proved in Appendix B: taking A = U,,,, B = VQG, tj = 0
as well as W = 0, we get, for all s > 1,
IIUdLm(R+,Hs)  5 Ikc,OIs  + CIIU~~~~~L'(R+,HS+')IIV&GIIL~(R+,H.+').
The Proposition is proved. 0
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5.4. Proof of Theorem 3
The first part of the theorem concerns the case when I/O  E H”(I”), with s > 1. One can
apply Theorem 1 to our system: we have found the limit system, for almost all (~1~.  o,~,  Q)
and proved in Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 that it is well posed in CO(Rf,  H”)flL2(R+.  H”+l).
Then using section 3.4 and Theorem 1, we get directly the first part of Theorem 3:
C”(R+:  H”) n L’(R+.  H”+‘).
In order to obtain the second part of the theorem, i.e. the first order expansion of the
solution, the application of Theorem 2 requires a second order small divisor estimate on
the perturbation. In the case when F = cr,;l, we have seen that the small divisor estimates
are trivial, since the eigenvalues of Pr,L do not depend on rb.  So the theorem is proved
in that particular case. In the general case, we use the result proved in Appendix C
(Proposition C.l), stating that such an estimate can be achieved for almost all values of
the CI.,‘s,  at a certain degree. Then provided the initial data and the exterior force are
smooth enough, we have the theorem. 0
Let us note that two independent restrictions on the o.,‘s  have occurred: the first one
in order to get a “diagonalized” limit system, and the second one in order to have small
divisor estimates for the perturbation.
6. Application to the rotating fluid equations
6.1. Introduction
In this part, we propose to use Theorems 1 and 2 in order to prove Theorem 4 concerning
the rotating fluid equations. The system of equations governing the motion of rotating fluids
is the following, as presented in the introduction, and where pE is the pressure:
atllE + If . VII’  - I,a!,,t  + 71c  x B___ = -VP” + f in 7”;
(RF’)
E
div <LIE = 0 in I”.
EIlt,” = ‘I]().
Then Theorem 4 can be proved using Theorem 1: one only has to prove that the limit
system of the equations above is globally well-posed. This system will turn out being
particularly simple if, prior to taking the limit in E, one diagonalizes the vector field ?I.~,
obtained as above, as the filtered solution .C( -;),I~: this diagonalization consists, as in
[ 1 ] or [ 181,  in a separation of ~1,~ into a bidimensional field and a remainder, called the
oscillating part, in the following way (following the notations of [S]):
d = GE  + II&,, with U’ =
I’
II,=  (z:r:3  .
. .I’(
So U&  is the vertical mean of u”; once the system has been diagonalized (which is the
purpose of section 6.3),  one can take the limit in E, by the means of a study of the
resonances of the operator PL,  and following the computations of A. Babin, A. Mahalov
and B. Nicolaenko in [2].  Finally in the last section we will show that those limit equations
are globally well-posed.
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6.2. The operator PL
The expression of ,L is found by solving the equation
dgJ  + PLli = 0,
where the matrix L is defined by L =
operator P is
, and in Fourier variables, the
where InI  = cnj”/a!j, and Id is the identity matrix.
A simple computation shows that the eigenvalues of P,L  are 0, in3/a31nl, and
-ing/a3lnl  and the two last eigenvalues have associate eigenvectors which are “divergence
free”.
One can then show (see [2]) that ,C can be written as:
‘( 0where we have written P:  = Id f -!- -n3/a3 n2/a2I4  :$;2 nI;aI  -yal  .)
The kernel of PL is therefore made of the vector fields that do not depend on the third
variable. That suggests considering more precisely that type of vector, and that is why
we shall diagonalize the system (RF”), as announced in the introduction, by integrating
uE along the vertical variable.
6.3. Diagonalization
According to section 2.2, if one defines u’ = ,C(-i)w’,  then nE satisfies the following
system:
(ZF)
{
&UE + Qy, 78) - UAlf  = fe;
div UE  = O!
qt,o = vo,
where QE(rC,G)  = .C(--$)(L(i)rC.  V,C(i)nE)  and fE = L(--:)f’.
Let us now define, as suggested in the introduction, ~6  = GE  + uE,,,.  The integration of
(eE) along the vertical variable leads to:
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and the remainder uE,,$,  satisfies
where for any function /A, h represents its vertical average, and h,,,  the remainder, defined
by h,,5,  = h, - h.  We have written Aa = ~3’; + a;,  and VZ = (a,, &).
Let us note that in Fourier variables, those two equations are simply the projections of
(GE) onto {n ] 123 = 0} for (mE), and onto {7x  ] n3 # 0) for (RF,‘,,).
6.4. The limit
6.4.1. The quadratic terms
We shall consider the limit E -+ 0 of the equations (mE) and (RF,“,,) obtained above.
It is therefore a matter of taking the limit in E of the quadratic terms, which, according to
the non stationary phase theorem, amounts to studying the resonances of the operator L:
the limit of the quadratic form P can be written:
with the same notations as in (5.4). In particular the u”(n)  are the eigenvalues of P,L,
defined by &(n) = fx.
a314  ’
we have noted K the set of resonances of PL,
(f-5.2) K =  (k,m,n)I---
C
ii3
f m3
a314
-z!z n3
a3174
- = 0  a n d
a3 I4
In the following, we shall call K the set of triplets (Ic,  m, n) actually present in the
summation after the limit has been taken, that is to say whose contribution to the limit
is non zero; one has of course K: c K. The computations that follow, concerning the
quadratic terms, can be found in [2].  We recall them here for the convenience of the reader.
Adopting the notations of [2],  the set K can be written as K = K1 U Kz U KS U K4,  with
K1=
C
(,k,m,n,)I~+5+~=0  a n d
PI  I4 In121
K2=
C
and
K3=
C
(k,m,n)I-------z=O
(ik;  lml  I4
and
K4=
C
and
Before starting the study of these sets in both the cases we are concerned with, which
correspond to the two equations (zE) and (RF,‘,,), let us study them more closely,
following [2].
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LEMMA 6.1. - The ,following  identity is true:
(6.3) K fl {(k, m, n) ( hrn3723  = 0) = K14 U K24  U K34 U KZD,
where K2D = {kg = m3 = n3 = 0}, and Kij  = Ki ll Kj  - KID.
proof.  - As in [2],  elementary computations lead to this result: let us first notice that
the sets Kij can be written as
K14=
C
(k,m,n)l$+z=O, k + m = n ,  a n d  n,s=O  -KZD
I
K24=
1
(k,m,n,)I$-$=O, k+m=n,  a n d  ks=O -KZD
1
(k,m,n)ls-h=O,
Inl 14
k+m=n, and 7113 = 0
>
- KZD
So let (k, m,n)  E K rl {(k, m, n) I k3m3n3  = 0, andk + mn  = n}. Then there exist two
real numbers ~1 7 ~2 such that I&;\ = 1 and
k.3-
lkl
+El$ +E2$ = 0.
If one of the three integers k3, m3 or n3 is equal to 0, then:
- either both the remaining integers are non zero, and we are in the case of Kid;
- or one of the remaining integers is equal to zero, and the fact that kg  + 7r13  = 71:~
implies that the last integer is also zero, which corresponds to the space KID.
So Lemma 6.1 is proved. cl
One also has, as in [2],  the following lemma, which will come in very useful in the
study of the resonances.
LEMMA 6.2. - The set K14 does not contribute to the resonances:
l im F’-l -i~(w”(k)+wb(m)-w’(n))Un,j
z-0 c ce
(k)mjub)“(m,  7~)  =  0 .
(k,m,n)E Kin  dw
Proof. - It consists in a straightforward computation. Indeed, according to (6.1),  one
has the following expression for C, where the exponentials have been written as sums
of cos and sin:
3L  -f  u(k) = c(k)Uk - bs(k)k X u,k,
( >
where Uk = 3u(k),  and we have defined
It can be noticed, as in [2],  that (w  . 0)~  = --‘u  x curl ‘u + V y. Since the projection P
of a gradient is equal to zero, only u x curl ‘u will have a part to play here.
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We are interested in the study of the bilinear term &“, whose definition is:
QE(uE,uE)  = L(-Z)(L(E)d.  v+).
If we restrict the summation to Ki4, hence in particular to the case 7~~ = 0, we come
up with the following terms:
-Q+(m)% x (m x GL) - ~4C(fqS(747h~  x 71,
b(k),(m)@  x Uk) x u
IV
m L(k)c(m)(k  x 7&) x (m x u,)
lkl
once we have noticed that m x (m x u,,,)  = - lm[%,,.
The left hand side column is made of the even terms in t, and the right hand side
of the odd terms. Let us consider for example the case of the even terms: one has the
relation fi + R = 0; which leads to lk1 = Im , since ks + m3 = 0, and thus in particularI
c(k) = c(m) and s(k) = -s(m).
So if rz  is set to a fixed value, the even terms lead to two contributions:
-c”(m)~~  x (m x Us) and - s”(m)(k  x uk)  x u,,,
and after summation over k and m, these two indexes can be interchanged by symmetry,
which gives finally
-c(2m)uk  x (m x urn),
which leads to a non-zero contribution. So one finds finally an element of the type cos(o.$),
with (u  # 0, thus the triplets of Ki4 are not present in the limit of &E,  and the Lemma
is proved. 0
6.4.2. The limit of (mE)
The goal of this section is to prove the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.1. - The limit of (RF’)1s a bidimensional Navier-Stokes equation
(at” - vA2u + u.. Vzti = (-V@, 0) + f>
&?I = 0,
v2. fi = 0,
ult=o = vo.
Proof. - For the forcing term, we just have to notice that C( - i) f = f. So now the
proof of this proposition consists in the study of the limit of gE(uE,  G).  Here we are in
the case when n3 = 0, so the resonant set satisfies:
K  c  Kn{(k,m,n)In3=0  a n d  k+m=n}.
According to Lemma 6.1, one therefore has K c Ki4 U K24 U K34 U KZD,  and since K14
does not contribute to the resonances (that was proved in Lemma 6.2),  one has actually:
K  c  K~~uK~~UKZD.
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Let us suppose that (k,  m, n) E K: n K~J: then by definition of K24,  one has G - 5 = 0
and keg = 0, which implies, since 7~3 = 0, that 7~3 = Ica  = ms = 0, which is not possible,
since Kz4 n KzD = 0. The computation is identical in the case of K34, once k and m
have been swapped.
Therefore we have proved that K c K a~, which means that the only terms of @(u” , u”)
that do not lead to a limit equal to zero are bilinear in ii’, that is to say more precisely that
lim ge(Q,  uE) = Ii-i @(a’,  U’).
E'O
But for any vector field w that does not depend on the third variable, one clearly has
Lcv = 21. Therefore the limit of @(GE,  21’) in D’ is simply P(U . VU), which is the result
we wanted. 0
6.4.3. The limit of (RF,‘,,)
Let us define uosc = u - U, where ti is the solution of the bidimensional equation
(NS2D),  and u is the limit of uE.  Let us prove the following proposition [2]:
PROPOSITION 6.2. - For almost all values of a3,  the limit equation of (RF&,)  is a linear
equation on u,,,:
{
4uosc - ~Auosc  + X2(%  ~sc)  = 0,
&SC) divuosc  = 0,
%w+=0 = ~o,osc.
Remark. - Proposition 6.2 is the crucial step which will enable us to find an infinite
existence time for the limit system. The admissible values of a3 are said to be non
resonant, and Lemma 6.3 below highlights the role played by the vertical variable a3 in
the following definition of a non resonant domain.
DEFINITION 6.1. - A set of triplets (al, a2, a3) is said to be non resonant if the following
condition is satisfied:
(NW K  c  {(k,m,n)EZgIk3m3n,3=0 a n d  k+m=n},
where K is the resonant set defined in (6.2).
LEMMA 6.3. - For any couple of real numbers (al, aa), there exists a set of measure Zero
of R outside of which for every value of a3,  the condition (NR) is satisfied.
Remark. - Let us note that a non resonant domain depends therefore on al and a2, but
that its complementary in R is of measure zero for every (al,  a2).
Let us suppose temporarily that we have proved that lemma.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. - It follows immediately from Lemma 6.3: we have seen
previously that (RF&.,) is obtained by projection, in Fourier variables, onto the set
{nEZ3)n3#O}.Tb fere ore we have 723 non zero in (RF&).  Consequently, for a3 non
resonant with al and a2 set to fixed values, the only possible resonances - and thus the
only terms of non zero limit in the quadratic form Q&,  - correspond to k3m3  = 0, which
means that in &&(u~, uI’),  one of the two terms in the product does not depend on the
third variable. Let us note, by the way, that one and only one of the two terms does not
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depend on the third variable, for if m3 = kg = 0, then 723 = 0,  which contradicts the
assumption made. Hence Proposition 6.2 is proved, once we have noticed that C (- i) .f&,
has for limit zero in D’. 0
Proof of Lemma 6.3. - As in [I], let us define, for a parameter II E { 1, . . . 4). the function
X”(n, b, c)  = a f b f c. We are going to prove that, if rzl and al are set arbitrarily, then
for almost all a3, the product
is never zero, for any value of k,m,n, where one still has n = k + m and InI  = C nf /uf .
Let us define the quantity X = nyl. Following [l], one can notice that the product
above can be written as a polynomial in X, since if one defines
u = k3141nl, b = ,m3jnllk’l, c = n3lkljml,
then aZjlk[” lmf4 InI”  n X’(u,  11: C)  = (0,’  + b2  - c2)’ - 4u2b2, and
E=l
u*  =  k,2(lm’12  +  X2*mZ)(  Inil  +  x27&:
b2  = ,m;(ln’l’  + X2n;)(lk’j2  +X2,@,
c2  = n~(lk’12  + X2k,2)(1771’12  +  X2rni):
where ln’12  = nf/uf  + n$/ui.
Here and in the following, it is supposed that Icsrn3n3  # 0. Then if we set k,  m , and
n to fixed arbitrary values, we are in fact considering a polynomial in X of order 4 and
of dominant coefficient k3m3n3  which is not zero, so which has at most 4 solutions.
Then as k,  ‘m,  and n vary in a countable set, there is a countable number of X, hence
of u,l, such that fi A’(-‘;” -??- z) = 0. This means that for all (aI, a~), the
e=1
a&q ’ U+rll~  a3lnl
set of u3 such that for all (k> *m: n), the product above is zero, is of measure zero in R.
That is exactly Lemma 6.3. I7
6.5. Global existence for the limit system
In the previous section, we have found the limit system of the diagonalized form of
the rotating fluid equations: it is
&ii - vA211 + 11. V,u = (-V2p,  0) + f;
(NS2D)
33ii = 0;
v2 . v = 0:
for the bidimensional part and
&v,,,, - vAu,,, + 2&(u.  u,,,.)  = 0,
divu,,, = 0,
%K,O = ~‘opsc,
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for the remainder, for almost all as.
To end the proof of Theorem 4, all we have to do is check that those equations are
globally well posed. That is given through the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 6.3. - Zf o. E  H”, with s 2  i, then the solution of the limit system
(NS2D,  L,,,)  is defined in C”(RS, H”(T3))  n L2(R+, Hsf’(‘T3)).
Proof. - The first equation is a bidimensional Navier-Stokes equation, well-known to
be globally well posed (see [7],  [l I], [25]);  the fact that the vector fields we are working
with here have three components rather than two does not change anything to the classical
proofs for the traditional bidimensional case. So the result is proved for (NS2D).
One now just has to look at the second equation: the absence of quadratic terms in u,,,
enables us to find the result, by a straightforward energy estimate in H”. However, one
can note that in [2]  (Theorem 5.3),  it is proved that for all real numbers s,
(Q(% uo,c)  1 (PA)su,,,) = 0.
So one has the following simpler estimate:
and therefore we find, for all t 2 0,
(6.4)
Hence Proposition 6.3 is proved. •i
Now one can use Theorem 1, along with section 3.4, to get the global existence for (RF”).
Let us note finally, as at the end of the proof of Theorem 3, that the first order expansion
is found for a smooth enough initial data, for almost all 73: it is proved in Appendix C
that a second order small divisor estimate for the perturbation is obtained for almost all 7’3,
at a certain degree. So using Theorem 2, Theorem 4 is proved. 0
6.6. A remark on the well prepared case
Let us make a few comments on the case when the initial data is well prepared, i.e.,
in the case when ~0 = v. and f = f. In that case, estimate (6.4) implies that for all t,
we have u(t) = I, which means that the limit system reduces to the bidimensional
Navier-Stokes equation (NS2D).
Moreover, it is easy to see that in those conditions, ~,sc(~) = &,(G) = 0, with the
notations of Theorem 2; so in particular &&(u)+~  = 0. And since similarly R(U) = 0,
we have h = 0, still with the notations of Theorem 2.
So we get u’ = G + O(E): we have recovered part of a result proved in [15] which
states that if the initial data of the tridimensional Navier-Stokes equation (resp. of (RF’))
is bidimensional, then the solution is also bidimensional, and is the solution of (NS2D).
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7. An anisotropic study of the rotating fluid equations
7.1. Introduction
Some of the results obtained in section 4, in the proof of Theorem 4 stating the global
existence of the rotating fluid equations, show clearly that the vertical variable plays an
important role: for instance it turned out to be easy to prove that the limit system of (RF’)
was globally well posed, once we computed the vertical average of the equation.
However one could wish to see this special dependence appear more explicitly in the
proof, and it can be expected that a more precise study of the role of the different variables,
in the particular case of the rotating fluids, may lead to better results. With that in view, we
are going to use, in this section, regularity spaces of the Sobolev and Besov type, where
one considers different regularities along the horizontal and the vertical variables.
In the first part, we will define the Sobolev-type spaces H”*“‘,  as well as the Besov-
type HB”+’  ; all of the definitions and the properties we will state here come from the
study of D. Iftimie in [19] and [20], which we will constantly be referring to.
We will then check that the limit system of (RF”) is globally well posed in spaces of
that type, and the last part will consist in writing again part of the proof of Theorem 1
in those new spaces.
That study will lead to the proof of Theorems 5 and 6 stated in the introduction.
7.2. Anisotropic Sobolev and Besov spaces
7.2.1. An anisotropic Littlewood-Paley decomposition
Before defining the spaces we want to work with, let us give the definition of the
following anisotropic Littlewood-Paley decomposition, as it is presented by D. Iftimie
in [19] and [20].
DEFINITION 7.1. - Let x E C”(R) be a positivefunction, compactly supported in [-1, 11,
and equal to 1 near [0, i]. For all positive integers q and q’, we define the following
horizontal and vertical truncation operators:
S;,u = c u,eiTL.~‘x ; A;, = S;‘, - S,Q A; = S;;.
?lEZ”
DEFINITION 7.2. - We define  Lp3y  = u I(~u[/L~,~  dgf
similar way for sequences, we define  the spaces @‘>q.
7.2.2. Anisotropic Sobolev and Besov spaces
We are going to write here results stated and proved by D. Iftimie in [19], regarding
the following anisotropic spaces:
DEFINITION 7.3. - The space H”+’ is dejined by the following norm, for all u E D’(T3):
IUls,d  = l/(1 + In'l-r)"(l  + 17~311)8'1411P,
where we have written for all n, n’ = (7~1, nz).
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As we are working with 2naj-periodic  functions, the norms are defined by:
and similarly n . ~1: = c y.
i 2
Remark. - The space HS+’ can be understood as the space of H” functions in the
horizontal variables, and H”’ in the vertical variable.
We shall now define in a similar way the anisotropic Besov spaces. First let us recall that
the spaces B&(7d), for q < 00, are defined as the completion of S for the following norm:
and where Ak is the standard Littlewood-Paley decomposition defined in section 2.1.
We can then define an anisotropic version of those spaces, still following [19]:
DEFINITION 7.4. - The space HB”+ ’ is dejined by the following norm, for all  u E V’(‘T3):
IuIHBs,z/  = ~~2q”2q’“‘IA~Al;,u1011Y~.~.
Remark. - We shall more particularly work with the space HB’>i, which can be
understood as the space of L2 functions in the horizontal variables, and Bj, in the vertical
variable, the advantage of the latter space being that it is an algebra, contrary to H 4 (7).
It is easy to see that HB”>+  c C(I,,,  Hs(72)).  Let us also note that HB”+’  is strictly
imbedded in H”+‘.
To finish this introductory section, let us state the various properties satisfied by those
spaces, which shall be used in the course of our study. The proofs are all written in [19];
in the following lemma, X”+  is indifferently H”+’ or HB”,“‘.
LEMMA 7.1. - If u E H”)“‘,  then Iu[,~,~,  N
zero on 73, then
/129’+4’“’ IAqhAz[,uIoIIp,~. Z’u E 2)’  has mean
Let s, s’, t, t’ be four real numbers, let a E [0, 11,  and consider afunction u in X”+’ fl  Xt’t’.
Then we have u E Xasf(l-or)t,as’f(l-cu)t’  and
I4 Xas+(l-a)f.as’+(l-u)t’ L clu15;s.s~  bIgi:/
If u E X”+’ and u E Xt,t’, with s < 1, t < 1, s + t > 0, s’ < $,  t’ < i, and .s’+  t’ > 0,
then we have uv E Xs+t-l+‘+t’-~,  and
Idp- 1,d+t’-3  I q&d I’UIXf,l’.
Zfu E H”(r2)  and v E Xt>t’, with s < 1, t < 1, and s + t > 0, then uv E XsftW1lt’,  and
blxs+t-1,t’  5 C~uI,Ivl~yyt,t~~
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7.3. The study of the limit system
The limit system corresponding to (RF”) was computed in section 6. Before we prove
that the filtered solution u’ converges to the solution ‘u. of the limit system in the anisotropic
spaces, let us check that the limit system is globally well posed. Defining %I, = u + %losc,
we have, in a non-resonant domain, the following limit system:
(a& - vAati + u . V,u = (-V@, 0) + f:
&u = 0,
&U*,, - vAu,,<:  + ~Q(G, u,,,)  = 0,
(L.sc) v  .  tL,sc =  0 ,
w7sc,lt=O  = ~‘o,osc.
The hypotheses of Theorems 5 and 6 assume that tie E L2(72),  and that f and
.fo,,  are elements of L2(R+,  H-‘(72)) and L2(Rf:  H26-1>i-26) or L2(R+,  HE1$i)
respectively. Then classical results concerning the bidimensional Navier-Stokes equations
(see [7],  [ll], [25], [34]) lead to the existence and uniqueness of a solution ti of (NS2D),
and
u E C”(R+,  L2(‘T2))  n L2(R+,  H1(72)).
We are now going to study the system (L,,,),  first in the case of the H”+’ spaces, and
then for the HB”+’ spaces. From now on, S shall be a real number in the interval IO, l[.
PROPOSITION 7.1. - Zfvo,OsC  satisfies wo,OSC E Hb,i -h, then the system (LOyc)  is globally
well posed in the space Ct(R+; H6-t-“) n L”(R+,  Hi+t;i-$).
PROPOSITION 7.2. - Ifzl~,~~~  satisfies qOsC E HB’,i, then the system (L,,,)  is globally
well posed in the space Ct(R+>  HB’)i)  n L4(Rf,  HBi’4).
Proof qf Proposition 7.1. - We are going to study the equation:
(7.1) dtu,,,  - l/Au,,,,  + 2Q(u, %I,,,,)  = 0,
with ti  E  C”(R+,L2(72))nL2(R+T  H1(7*)).  Le us start by noticing, as in section 6, thatt
the term Q(ti, u,,~)  does not appear in the energy estimates. That is due to Theorem 5.3
of [2],  which states in particular that:
(7.2)
as well as
c 3Q(%  U,,, )(n)]n’]“~~,,~,(n)  = O! for all s E R,
n
(7.3) (Q(G,  u,,9,)  1 diu,,,)  = 0, for all 1.
It is moreover easy to see, from the proof of Theorem 5.3 in [2],  that one also has:
(7.4)
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i.e. that ]n’ls in (7.2) can be replaced by any function of In,‘],  and similarly for ]nsje in the
case of (7.3). Those remarkable properties are due to the fact that very few frequencies are
left in the convolution product, when Q(ti,  u,,,)  is written in Fourier variables. Namely,
using the notation presented page 1024, we have:
Kn {(lc,m,n)jks=O a n d  n3#O}  =  Kz4.
So if k is the Fourier variable associated with ti, and m is the Fourier variable associated
with uosc, with k + m = n, then one can exchange m and n in the convolution, which
gives the result exactly in the same way as in [2]  for the case of (7.2) and (7.3); so we
will not go into the details of the computation here.
That property will make the study considerably easier than in the general case (see [19]
for instance).
Let us follow computations in [19]. If we apply the operators A,hA;,  to equation (7.1),
we get, writing c~,~/ for a sequence of norm 1 in !2,2,
k$]Ah~uq q~u,,,I;  + ~(+;J%sc(;  I +;A;/ Q(%  ww,)  1 Aqh.&sc).
Then after multiplication by 22’J6+2’J’(i-6) and summation, we immediately get, using (7.4)
using Lemma 7.1 which implies in particular that ]u,,, 1 i, + 5 C( Vu,,, I*,;  -&.  This leads to
Then by an interpolation using Lemma 7.1, we get the expected result. 0
Proof of Proposition 7.2. - As in [ 193, let us first of all note that
~(2~~  -t 22q’)]A;A;,~,,,I;  5 ]A;A;,Vu,&
By Lemma 7.1, and if we call c~,~!  the sequences of norm 1 in e211, we get
A variant of Gronwall’s lemma leads to the following estimate, after multiplication by
2% and summation on q’:
;; ~2%++40 + CV~  2%(22q  + 22q’)lA~A;,u,,,(o
‘1’ 4 ’
I C24bqltil#7U,,,] HB0’3  + C2~~,lulIIU”“‘IHB~,~,
where b, is a sequence of norm 1 in e2.
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Let us multiply this estimate by c 24 IA,“A~,u~~,./~, and take the sum on Q;  we find:
Q’
But Cauchy-Schwartz implies that
C c 2G(22q  + 22q’)lA;A;,~,,,/,2~  lA;A;,,z&j
q’d’
c 2$(2”  + 2”‘)JA,hA;,u,,,10
4’
and similarly
Finally, after interpolating between HBO.4 and HB1>i,  and using Lemma 7.1, we get
Then as above, the Proposition is proved. 0
Remark. - It can be noticed that the initial data wa,Osc  is of vertical mean equal to
zero, that ti does not depend on the third variable, and that (LO,,)  is linear, hence u,,~,
remains of vertical mean zero for all time. But the space
{
UJEHB’>~[/  wdq=O}
is invariant for the usual scaling of the Navier-Stokes equations as wzl as for the
vertical scaling x3 H Xx3.  Hence the estimates, when vo,Osc in HElo>+, have the same
scale-invariance, and in particular are invariant for the vertical scaling.
7.4. The limit of (SE)
In this section we are going to follow the Ef method as the one leading to Theorem 1:
we want to prove that nE, solution of (RF ),  converges strongly to YL,  solution of
(NS2D,  LO,,).  In the isotropic case, that result was found by studying the equation
satisfied by the vector field wE defined by w”  = 11,~  - U:
atwE - uAwE + &E(wE,  we) + 2&E(wE, n) = &i?(‘%  u) - &E(W u, + f.
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But the right-hand side can be written a little differently if we notice that since u
does not depend on the third variable, then QE(ti, U) = P(G .  VU), which means that
P(G,  21) = Q(‘LL,21).  Therefore we have:
Moreover, in a non resonant domain we have Q(u,,,,  u,J = 0 and QE(u,,,.,  u,,,)
converges weakly to 0. Similarly, we can notice that as f = c(-i)f,  we have
9” = J+;)fm where we have defined fO,, = f - f. Hence the equation on ‘~1~ is
in fact:
(7.5)
3twE-~AwE+QE(wE, ~~)+2P(d, u) = 2Q(~,,,,  G)--2&E(wx,,  +-QE(uosc,  u,,s,)+.f,
where Q(u~,,,  U) - QE(u,,,, u),  Q~(u~~~,  u,,,)  and gE converge weakly to 0 in V’.
We can now follow the method used to prove Lemma 3.1, in Appendix A: a change of
function brings the problem down to the study of a similar equation, where the right-hand
side converges strongly to 0. Let us therefore read again the proof of Theorem 1, in
section 3, and see what modifications have to be brought in order to treat the anisotropic
case, first when the initial data is in H61ip6  (in section 7.4.1),  and then when the data
is in HBo.t  (in section 7.4.2).
7.4.1. The case when the initial data is in H6>ie6
Following the method leading to Lemma 3.1, proved in Appendix A, let us carry out
the following change of function:
(7.6) 7&.  = WE + &&(U,  u) + &i&,
where the terms &(u, U) and sfv correspond to the right-hand side of (7.9,  where only
the low frequencies in u are considered, and where we have divided each term in the sum
by the quantity ua (k) + wb(n  - k) - u’(n)  and w”(k)  respectively - where let us recall
that we have w”(k) =
where wi;:’ = w”(k)  + wb(n  - /c)  - w”(n),  and similarly
The fact that only low frequencies are involved in the change of function, implies that
from now on, we can work on T&, rather than on wE,  since &, and & are as smooth as
needed, provided one pays with enough powers of N. In the following, we shall note
F =E,N F’ - Fh and gE’N  = gE - 9%  ,
where as earlier in the article, for all functions a, we have written UN =
3-1(l{l.15N}34’)).
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Before going into the heart of the study, let us notice that one need not prove the existence
of &$ globally in time, but just for a time T, large enough so that the global existence
of (RF) follows by classical arguments (as seen in section 3.4, it is well known that it is
enough to control the Navier-Stokes equations for a small time, depending on the size of
the initial data, to conclude to the global existence of the solutions). Hence in the following
we are going to work on a time span [0, T], where T is arbitrary, chosen large enough.
PROPOSITION 7.3. - The function $&.  dejined in (7.6) satisjies  an equation of the type
where b and b depend on ‘u  and sati&:
b E C’([O,  T], H”+“), Db E L2([0,  T], H*+6)>
6 E C”([0.T],L2(;r2)) n L2([0,T],H1(72)).
where R”l,N  goes to 0 with E,  with NJixed, in L*([O,  T], H”-l,+-“), and$nally where Ri’“,
E,N  and REIN go to 0 when N goes to injkity,  uniformly in E, respectively in the spaces
F:([d,  T], Hkl,i-‘),  L2([0,  T], H”.$-“),  and L2([O:  T], H2*-1.i-26).
Proof. - The equation satisfied by 4&r can be written as:
keeping in mind that F &JJ (u,  6) = 0. We have written & = I?&  + .Q&.  Then if
u - E&J(U) = (G - E&,J21! %s,))  + (hc  - ~&(ww&sc)  - +).
remembering that g$, = (L( -:)fo,sc)nrr ht e results obtained in section 7.3 imply that we
can write u - EL%(U) = 6 + b, where b and 6 have the required smoothness. Indeed,
in &$(u, u),  u only appears with low frequencies, hence F&(u,  U) is as smooth as wanted,
at the cost of enough powers of N. The same holds for &. Thus provided E is chosen
small enough, when N is fixed, one can write:
llbllCy[O,T],H”‘+) -< ~ll~~.~~ll~“([o,Tl,Ha.t--“)’
IWII LJ([o,T]pt+)  -< ~ll~~~~~cll~L((O,~l,HC.i~“):
l The low frequencies in the right-hand side of (7.7):
The terms in (7.7) where & alone appears, i.e. &,(&u,u),  A~,$(u,u),
and Q”(Fh,  &,), are clearly as smooth as wanted, for the reasons stated above. As to the
remaining low frequency term, !2 (&,  u),  it can be cut into Lz” (&,  , U) and 62 (& , u,,,),
and these two terms have respectively the smoothness of V. (& ~9 ti) and V. (& @ uosc).
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Hence using Lemma 7.1, c(&,  U) and Q” (&,  uosc) are bounded by a constant cN
in the space L2([0,T], Hs-1,i-6).
Finally the same holds for the low frequency terms where sfN appears (let us recall that
we have assumed that a,foSc E L2(R+,  H”+’ ) for some s and s’),  therefore the term R;,N
of Proposition 7.3 has been found.
l The high frequencies in the right-hand side of (7.7):
We are now left with three terms, FE~N(~,~,,,),  FE~N(~OSC,~OSC),  and iE,N,  which are
going to be dealt with, using the same compactness arguments as in Lemma A.4, and
based on Lebesgue’s and Dini’s  theorems: if
UN = 7-l (l,n,>N.w4),
then UN and ucic go to zero, when N goes to infinity, respectively in C”( [0, T], L2(72))  fl
L2([0,T],H1(72))  andinthespaceCo([O,T],H6~t-‘)nL4([0,T],Ht+4l3-%),andVu,N,,
goes to zero in L2([0,T], Hs>im6).
Then Lemma 7.1 implies that V . (u”  @ u,,,)  and V . (G @J  u,“,,)  go to zero in
L2([0,T],Hs-1>i-6),  so FE’N(~,~,,,)  can be written as the term i?“,9N,  and similarly
uEc @ wm goes to zero in the space L2([0,  T], @I%-‘): that accounts for the term Rj>“.
The same is true for the forcing term ge)N, in L2([0,T],  H26-11i-26), hence the terms
-E,NR, ,  RjlN, and R:lN are obtained, and Proposition 7.3 is proved. •i
l End of the proof of Theorem 5:
In the computations that follow, in order to use simpler notation, we shall define
WI = Rj>N, W2 = R;,N + R:‘N, and W3 = RzlN. Then r&, satisfies:
&$& - vA$&  + &E(q!&,  $fv) + ‘X($&r  b + 6)  = V. WI + W2  + Ws,
with
b E C”([0,T],H61+-6), Vb E L2([0,T],H”+‘),
6 E C"([o,T],L2)n  L2([0,T],H1(72)),
as well as with
w, E L2([0,T],H6+6), w, E L2([0,T]>H6-1+6),
a n d  W3 E L2([0,T],H26-1,~-2S).
Let us also note .that  the initial data, $J,R,+~  = &fV(ultZO1 ultXo) goes to zero with E
in JY~I~-~,  when N is fixed, since it is once again a low frequency term.
We shall now write energy estimates for this equation, writing Gk,4r9,  = AiA;,r&, and
using the rules of product stated in Lemma 7.1:
f ~I@R,,.,~  1;  + 4W%,,,,J  1;
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where we have noted c~,~I  for the sequences in ez12.
Let us then multiply by 22(~n+2q’(3-“),  to find, after summation,
and using the fact that
The method is then classical; we define
se(t) = Ili/;;(t>l+$  exp (-X(B4(f) + vB2(t)  + D4(t))).
where we have defined  B”(t) = II lb(7)1+++,$-;  11~4(~o,tl),  B2(t)  = 11 lb(~)11 II~L(,o,tl), and
where  B4F)  = II IWI~  1/4L”([o:t]) Finally X is a real number we will define later.
Then we have:
c
which leads to the following estimate, where we have taken X = 2v2;
Let q be an arbitrary real number, chosen such that:
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Then let N be chosen large enough, and then E be small enough such that ]$fv,,  I2  5 r/q2  and
that 2 T
.I’(7’ 0
lw~(t)l&-~  + IWZ(t)l~-1,~-6  + IM/,l&wI,i-zn) dt I 74’.  Finally  let  Tl be
the maximal time such that for all t 5 T: we have y,(t) 2 3~1-1~3.  Let us integrate the
estimate above on [0, t],  with t < T:: writing
(7.8)
we get
gP(t)  + &(t)  5 3CI/~X’(t)17e~(B-‘(t)+“B20’nl(f))  + 2+/,
which leads to X2(t) < 4~~  for t < T,*. Then g:(t)  5 4~77~ and in a standard way
we deduce that Tl = T. Hence, using the same argument as in section 3.4, Theorem 5
is proved. 0
7.4.2. The cgse  when the initial data is in HBOli
PROPOSITION 7.4. - The function $5 dejned in (7.6) satisjies  an equution of the type:
&qb$,  - vA$& + Q”($&,$ji)  + Q”($&> b + b) = E;,,v + R;>N + R;?
where b and h depend on IL and sati&
b E C”([O:  T], HB’)+), Vb E L2([0,  T], HB”+
and where
6 E C”([0,T],L2(72))  n L2([0,T].  H1(72)),
where R”l,iv goes to zero in the space Li  ([0, T], HB-4’3)  when N ished  and E goes to
zero, and where RilN  and Rg)N go to 0 in Lg([O,  T]:  HB-f,f ) and L2([0,  T],  HB-l,+)
respectively, when N goes to infinity, uniformly in E.
Proof. - We are not going to go too deep into the details of the proof here, as the
computations leading to Proposition 7.4 are very similar to those of the previous section,
proving Proposition 7.3.
The smoothness required on b and 6 is that given by Proposition 7.2, and the study of
the low frequencies in equation (7.7) is a direct application of Lemma 7.1, using large
enough powers of N to obtain the expected smoothness for the term RE  N.
For the high frequency term R%,N, one uses the same compactness results as above,
along with the following estimates:
Finally the high frequency term R,E>N  is due to the exterior force, which as we have
seen in the previous part is of the form (IC:(-;)~“~~)  lv, and hence goes to zero when N
goes to infinity, in the space L2([0,T],  HB-l,i).
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That proves the proposition. Cl
We can now prove Theorem 6, following computations in [ 191.
By Lemma 7.1, and if we call c~,~!  the sequences of norm 1 in e2*l,  we get
,l$l?&,,,q& + Gv,”jv,q,qt I; I  1 (A;A;W(K&  ~6) f &“h%, b + $1) I +ii~,~,~/) 1
+ c2+ IWl,,++ Cq,q I~vqv,q,q’  lo + cd I%INB-‘.pq,q’ h5K,,,,~  IO?
where WI = RE,N  + R,E>N  and W2  = RglN. Let us define, as in [ 181,
We find
;-$gr;,,,l;:  + cvQ24 +  224)l$fy,q,qil;  L  c+  IW~IHB-~.~~q,q’l~~,q,q’10
+ cxq-$  lW21HB-~.~~il;~~l~~,q,q~lo  + (Fq,q/ + Gq,,! + Hq,,~)l~~,q,q~b
Then as in the proof of Proposition 7.2, we get
+ c ~2+q,q~  + G,,,, + Hq,qO ~‘L%b~,q,q~Io .
4 4’ 9’
But the rules of product in Lemma 7.1 imply that:
llf+Fq,q4t= I Ch%lHB~,~ lVvMHBo.+,
l12~Gq,q’llPJ L m&4HB~‘& lWHBO’~ + I~l,,~,~ lV~%lHBO,~)’
ll2+%q4w I CU$&IHB~,+  F’%I  + l~lglW&l,,o,~).
Therefore we get
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But
so let us define 2X = F + ~(llbll&CR+  HBO,+j + I~bll&,(R+,L21)  ; integrating the previous
estimate we find
But we have:
114&e -2XB2(T)  II P([O,t],HB+'i)
with the notations used in the previous section, in (7.8).
The  inequality  llfdl~1 5 llfll,+ IlsllL 4 associated with a similar method to the one used)
in the case of the H”+’ spaces leads to
Then the same method as the one used in the case of the H”+’ spaces leads to the
theorem. 0
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A. Proof of Lemma 3.1
The aim of this section is to prove Lemma 3.1. That will consist in the study of
equations of the type
where a6 goes to zero with E in H”, with CI > t - 1, and where b’  is a family of
functions, bounded in the space C”( [O;  T], H”) n L2( [O;  T], H”+‘).  The operators &”  and
A”,(D) are defined in (2.1).
The right-hand side is made of two terms: F”  goes to zero with E in L2([0,  T], HO-‘),
and R&, is a (p, g - 2)-oscillating term, in the sense of Definition 1.2. The method used
here to deal with that type of rapidly oscillating forcing term is founded in the ideas
introduced by S. Schochet in [32];  we will refer to that study as we go along.
The difficulty here is due to the fact that R&,  goes weakly to zero with E, and not
strongly (that is simply due to the non stationary phase theorem, as we have seen in
section 2.2). The idea in [32] is to decompose R:,,  into two parts, cutting at an arbitrary
frequency N. We shall show that the high frequency terms converge strongly to zero
when N goes to infinity, whereas the low frequency terms can be eliminated, up to an E,
by a change of function.
The proof will therefore be structured in the following way:
l The term R&, is cut into two parts, one with the low frequencies and the other with
the high frequencies, with an arbitrary cut-off parameter N.
l The low frequency part is dealt with by considering a function $5 of same H” norm
as a’ up to an E, which satisfies an equation similar to that satisfied by uE,  but where
the low frequencies have disappeared, up to an E.
l We consider the forcing term of the equation on r&v,  which can be divided into two
categories: one is made of the high frequency terms, which we show converge to 0
uniformly in F, when the cut-off parameter N goes to infinity, and the other consists
in the low frequency terms which appeared with the change of function, and that are
O(E) and depend on N.
l We write the energy estimates satisfied by $fv,  using the results found in the preceding
steps, as well as Lemma B.l stated and proved in Appendix B.
So let us write equation (E&,)  in the form:
&a’  + &E(d;  a= + b”) + AE,(D)cf  = R&c,N  + R:$  + F”,
where as planned we have separated Pi,, into a high frequency part R;;T, and a low
frequency part R&c,N. Writing, for any space X, 1~ for its characteristic function, we
have defined
where, with the notation of Definition 1.2,
RP,ost.,~  = 3-l (l~~vwv~RE,o.sc) >
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and where
R’,N ‘sf  R”,,,  - RE,,  N.0 R c
In a similar way to the model problem &cp  - F(p)  = t .cos - discussed in section 4, let us
carry out the following change of function:
&
(A.1) $& = aE + E&c,N7
where l&, ,v is defined in the following way, with the notation of Definition 1.2:
with
vq 2 2,  3~,,,,,N(71)  ef c c ie-i~PI(:~k*)Q(7L,  Qf&, kl)..f&, k,).
I~l>l~;l1N  &EK,” M% 4)
LEMMA A. 1. - There exists a constant CN(T)  such that
Proof. - Let us first of all note that each of the (/3,)-l  is bounded from above by a
constant depending on N, as each &,  takes a finite number of non zero values. Then since
in each of the quantities estimated here, one sums on low frequencies only, they are as
smooth as needed provided one pays with enough powers of N. El
That lemma implies that Lemma 3.1 is proved if one shows that
q!&  =  o(1)  i n  C”([O,T]jH”)  nL2([0,T],HcS1).
LEMMA A.2. - The function $fv  satisjies an equation of the following type:
where $I&,~  goes to 0 with E in H”,  Rt$‘,  N is bounded uniformly in E, in L2(  [0, T], HP-‘),
by a constant depending on N, and R,2hN  goes to 0 in L2(  [0, T], Hupl)  when N goes to
in@@,  uniformly in E.  The function F”  goes to zero in L2(  [O,  T], Hue-l).
Proof. - Let us first note that $&,,=o  = a: + E&& N,t=O,  so the assumption on a6, as
well as Lemma A.l, imply that $~fv,~=~ goes to zero v&h E in H”, when N is fixed.
Furthermore, the change of function introduced in (A.l) implies that $$,  satisfies the
following equation.
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R-c,tl,osc,N
and
l The low frequencies:
LEMMA A.3. - The terms ki;t,.,,, d;(D)&,,,,,  and &E(&,:,Nrb’  - c&,:,~~),  are
bounded, uniformly in E,  in L2([0,  T], Hrr-‘), with an upper bound CN(T) which depends
on N.
Proof. - For the first two terms, the result is simply due to the fact that all the functions
considered are in low frequencies, hence are as smooth as wanted provided CN(T)
is large enough. Let us recall that we have supposed in Definition 1.2 that each of
the 3-‘a,fj(t,  .) is in L2([0,T],Hb3)  for some (77.
For eE(&,, N, b’ - E&j@
since b” and &
),  the rules of product given in Lemma 2.1 give the result
osc,N  are in C”([O; 7’1; H”)  I-I  L’([O, T], H”+l).
So Lemma A.3 is proved, and the term Riz,,  of (A.2) is found. q
l The high frequencies:
LEMMA A.4. - The high frequency term RE$ goes to zero when N goes to injinity, in the
space C’([O;  T], HuP2)  n L2([O! T], HO-‘),  kformly  in E.
Proof. - Let us study each of the terms composing Rz;y:
- the first term, RT;$,,  goes to zero in L2(  [0, T], HO-‘),  uniformly in E, according to
Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem.
Moreover,  IlR~;~,ll~~(~~~,t~,~~--~~  goes to zero uniformly in t, since it is the remainder of
a series of continuous functions defined on a compact set [0, T], so Dini’s  theorem applies.
- the other terms: defining K?tN = {(ml,  ..:  7r1,~+~) 13, Im,I > N}, we have
so they are dealt with exactly in the same way, using the fact that fjfl goes to zero in the
space C’([O,  T], IP+QJ) f~ L2([0,  T]! HO+‘+pj ),  with the notation of Definition 1.2, for the
same reason as above, and that the other fi’s are in C”( [0, T], H”+P~).  Then the result
follows from the classical rules of product in Sobolev spaces. So Lemma A.4 is proved,
and the term Rz$iN  in (A.2) is found. 0
Let us note that in this study of the high frequencies, nothing has been said about the
smallness of E: for the term Rz$’ to be arbitrarily small, the cut-off parameter must be
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chosen big enough, uniformly in E. Only in the study of the low frequencies does the
smallness of E have a fundamental role to play.
We have proved Lemma A.2. 0
l Energy estimates and end of the proof:
According to Lemma A.2, the equation on 4% can be written in the following way:
with
IIR~;;E,,,lll;~(~o,tl.~--1,  5 C,(t),
IIR~‘NII~~([o,t],~a--l)  I w(t),
II~EIIL”([o,t],H-~~)  I 4%
where C,(t) and clv(t)  are constants depending on N and t 5 T, equal to zero when
t = 0, and crv(t)  goes to 0 when N goes to infinity, uniformly in t. Neither CN(~) nor
cw(t)  depend on E, if one assumes E < 1 for example. The constant cc(t)  goes to zero
with E, and is equal to zero when t = 0. Furthermore the initial data satisfies
y’,i,=o  = a6 + E (Rk,N)  ,t=”
and is therefore bounded in H”,  by co,+  + E c~,~, where cO,N  is a constant depending
on Ibzlc  and on N.
Then it is just a a matter of using Lemma B.1,  with A = $I&,  B = b” - 2&+, and
finally with W = ER$  + RzfiN + F”.
Let us start by supposing that 0 > $ - 1. Then if we define X(t) = Il$~&ll~~((~,~],~~tl,
and  W> = Il$fvll~~([~,t],~~), we have the following estimates on X(t) and Y(t):
e-c”2(t)X(t)  I: C( CO+  + =O,N) + C(ECN(t) + CN(t) + cc(t))  + CX2(t),
where &(t)  is an upper bound for [lb” - 2e~,,,Njlr2([o,tl.H”+~),  and
Y(t)  5 c(‘+ + =O,jV) + C@&(t) + CN(t)  + C&t))  + cX2(t)  + c&(t)x(t).
Let q > 0 be an arbitrarily small real number, such that v 5 & exp (-2CBf(T)),  and
let T: > 0 be the maximal time such that for all t 5 T:, we have X(t) 5 q exp (C@(t))  .
Finally let To  be an arbitrary time. We suppose that TO, T: < T.
Then for all t 5 min(T:,  To), we have:
X(t)  5 Cexp  (C$(~))(CO+ + ecO,N  + EcN(t) + cN(t) + cc(t))  + cq2exp  (3C@i(t)).
Then one chases  N large enough so that
followed by E small enough so that
EI &(CO,N  + c~(T))-l and CO+ + cc(T) 5 &.
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That leads to X(t) < 5cc’@(li.  h ft ere ore T: 2 To,  so X(t) is defined for all t E [0, T]
and we have X(t) = o(l). Then we have Y(t) 2 O(q), and Lemma 3.1 is proved, in
the case when (7  > $ - 1.
In the case when 0 = $ - 1, the same method as above works: one starts by estimating
the quantity Il~~lILl(lo,tl,H”+~)’  using (B.3),  which leads to
IhWl L’([rl.f],fP  5) = O(l); bf’t E [(I. T],
for N large enough and E small enough. Then for Il,~;\rllL’([“,t~,H”+~~  and I~$J&~~L=([~,~I,H~J,
the estimates (B.4) and (B.3) of Lemma B.l give the result, since we have
where .Ij4(t) is an upper bound for (Ih” - 2~&,,,I/~~(~a,~~  ,,++,,  and the same type of
estimate goes for Il$&llLx([o,t~,H-).
So the Lemma is proved. 0
B. Some estimates on evolution equations
The aim of this section is to prove some estimates on the solutions of equations of
the type:
&A + az(D)A  + q(A,  B) + Q(A:  A) = f>
which we have used in the preceding pages, and that we had assumed to be true.
The operator as(D) is second order elliptic, and the functions q and 4 are of the form:
q(A,  B) = ai;,j(D)(A”B’)2 i(A,  B) = GZ,j(D)(AiBJ),
where ui,j(D)  and ici,,j(D)  are symmetric Fourier multiplicators of order 1.
Remark. - As .L is a unitary operator, the results proved below hold when q (or 4”)
and a2 (D) are replaced respectively by @ and &, (0)) as defined in (2.1): in the following,
the constants that shall appear in the estimates only depend on the ellipticity constant of as,
as well as the continuity constants of q and @.
LEMMA B. 1. - Let IJ  2 5 - 1 and T > 0 be two real numbers. Let A0 and B be two vector
fieZds,  de$ned on Id,  such that B E L”([O,  T], H”+i)nL2([0,  T], H”+l), and A0 is in H”.
Finally let W be an element of L2( [0, T]. HO-l), and let A be a solution of the following
equation:
(B.1)
{
&A + an( + q(A.  23) + i(A.  A) = W in 7”:
Alt,o = Ao.
Then there exists constants C and 6 such that the following properties are satisjied.
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Suppo.~e that o > g - 1. Then ifXz(t) = ~~A~~L~~pt~,Ho+~~,  then
P3.2) X~(t)e-~“(~)  < C[A&  + CW(t)  + 6X;(t),
and X,(t) = IJAIl L- ([OJ],N”)  sat$Jes
X,(t) I IAo(g + CW(t) + Cx,(t) (6x,(t) + am).
We have written 232  = I~B~~I,~~~~,~~.~+I~  and W(t) = jIWIILzcpt~,Hc-l,.
If0 = $ - 1, then ifxdt) = I141L4~~0,tI,H~+~~  and  h(t) = lI~llL4~~o,tI,Hc+~~, then
(B.3) X4(t)e-c”z(t)  < CIAolo  + CW(t)  + 6X;(t),
(B-4) X,(t)  5 lAolo  + CWt> + Cx4(t)@X4(t)  + b(t)),
(B.5) &a(t)  I IAolcr  +  CW(t)  +  Cx4(t)  (6X4(t)  +  a,(t)).
Remark. - In the linear case, when 4 ” = 0, the results above hold with 6 = 0.
Proof of Lemma B.l. - Let us apply the truncation operators A, to equation (B.l). If
we write A, = A,A,  then we get:
&A, + az(D)AA,  + A&A, A) + A4q(A,  B) = A,w.
Let us suppose that s > $ - 1.
We take the scalar product of this equation with A,, and integrate the result over Id.
The results we recalled in section 2.1 give, since CJ  > 2 - 1,
(B.6) ;$lAq(9l:  + c22qlAq(t)l; 5 ~cq(~)2-““IAq(~)lolA(~)l,+l(lB(t)l,,l
+ @W)lc+l) + Ccq(t)2-q(“-1)l~(t)l,_11ApolD,
where C, c:(t) = 1.
The idea now is to conjugate the function A by the means of an exponential, enabling
one to have some control over the linear term q(A,  B) of equation (B.l).
Let us thus define gq(t)  = IAq(t)lcexp -X
( s
t P(sX+,  ds  3
>
where X is a strictly
positive real number, the precise value of which ke shall define later.
Then
$g;(t) = -2XIB(t)l;+,g,2(t)  + e-“Jot  ‘B(s)‘Z,+l  d”;~Aq(~)l;;
and defining k$ (t) =
J
t IB(s)I~+~  ds, we get:
0
$sfw + C22qg,2(t)  5 -2XIB(t)l:+,g,2(t)
+ Ccq(t)2-q”e -XB~‘t’gq(t)lA(t)l,+I  ( P(%+I  + ~lA(t)lv+~)
+ CCq(t)2-q(“-1)IW(t)I,_le-x”~(t)g,(t).
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Then Gronwall’s lemma leads to:
gq(t)  5 gq,t,0e-c2?“t--2XO(t)
J
t
+8 c&)2-Q% -XB;(T)--C~~~(~--T)--~X  s: lB(s)l;+,  ds 144  1:+1  fh-
0
J
t
+ C c,(7-)2-““e -XB;(~)-C~‘~(~-~)-ZX  f IB(s)I~+~  ds I441~+1  Im-)lu+l  I&-
0 t
+ C J” c,(r)2-q(“-% -XB;(+c2L4(t-~)-2X~~  IB(s)Iz+,  d s lW)l,-1  h.
Let us multiply this estimate by 29(“+l)  ; we can use Young’s inequality
Ilf * dP I IlfllL~ II~IIL~
and take the C2 norm in 4, which brings, using Lemma 2.5 and where W(t) =
IlwIL~([o,t],H~-~):
03.7) lb-XLI~(T)IAl,+llIr,~(~o,t~~
5 CX%(t)  + CX2(t)e-2x”2a(t)(JeXD~(‘)18(7)l~+lII~?([0,t])
+ CIA& + CW(t).
But one can notice that
c -therefore if X is chosen such that 2- -
(2x)5
1, the estimate (B.7) becomes
e-4CZB~(t)X2(t)  5 2ClAolo + 26X;(t)  + 2CW(t).
Estimate (B.2) is therefore proved. To get the fact that A is bounded in time, we can write
the same computations as above up to the point (B.6),  and then Gronwall’s lemma leads to
IA,(t)10  5 C2-q(“-1) J t cq(~)~~(r)l,~lr.-‘2z9(t-‘)d~  + IAq,01ae-C2’9f0
J
t
+ c2-4O cq(~)IA(~)I~+l(cIA(~)),+l  + IB(7)l~+l)e-C2’“(t--T)d~.
0
One then just has to multiply this estimate by 24” and take the L” norm in time, with
Ilf * SIIL-  L IlfllL~ ll9llL2
I Ilfll~==  11.9llL~~
Taking the e2 norm in q and using Lemma 2.5 leads to the expected result. Hence
Lemma B.l is proved, in the  case when c > $ - 1.
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In the  case when CJ  = t - 1, this method does not work as it stands, as the estimate (B.6)
is no longer correct. In that case, one writes rather, since ~7  + i < $,
(B.8) $Aq(t)[;  + ~2~~IA,(t)l;  L Cc,(t)2- y~“-“I~q~~~lOl~~~~l~+~~I~~~~la+~
+ 61A(t)lo++)  + C~,(t)2-~(“-~)IW(t)l~-~IA~(t)l~.
Then the computations are very similar to the ones above: we define:
hq(t)  = IAp(t>loexp
where ,U is defined by
c
4(4p)f  = 1.
Then we get, writing B%(t) =
J0
t P(s,l:+~ d-s
hq(i)  5 ~q,t=Oe-c2’Vt-2/LB:t-2~~~(t)
.I’
t
+C o c,(r)2-q(“-% -/~3~(~)-~2~~(t-+2/4~  IB(s,l;++ d.7 I&) II,; &-
s
t
+C o cq(7)2-q(“-1)e
-~Lu:(T)-~~~~(~-~)-Z~S:  IB(#++  ds
I-WI,++  PWl~+~  do
.I’
t
+ c o c,(7)24”-Qe -pB:(r)-c2”4(t-~)-2pf  ABET++  d s IJ+‘(~)lc--1 dr.
Then using Young’s inequality
Ilf * 9lb I llfllL4ldlL~:
we finally get the following estimate:
e-4C4Bq4(t)X4(t)  5 2C(Aolg + 26X,2(t) + 2CW(t).
Then the estimates on X, and X2 are found exactly as the estimate on X, in the previous
case, when u > : - 1, by a Gronwall’s lemma in equation (B.8),  which gives
lAP(t 5 C2-q(“-1)
I’
t 4(7)l~(7)l,_le-c22q(t-7)d~  + IAq,01n~-c2”9t
. 0
+ C2-q(“-1)
s0
t ~,(~)IA(~)I~+~(CIA(~),~+~ + IB(7)lo+b)e-C22q(t--r)d~,
followed by Young’s inequalities recalled above. The Lemma is proved. 0
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C. The small divisor estimates
In this section we are going to study the small divisor estimates which have been used in
Theorem 2. Let us recall that in Theorem 2, in order to get the first term of an asymptotic
expansion of the filtered solution uE, we have supposed that L satisfied a second order
small divisor estimate in Id. It is hence natural to wonder whether such an assumption
is reasonable, other than in very special cases such as in the primitive equations when
F = a,‘, where the eigenvalues of 3P,, L do not depend on n,.
We are going to suppose that the eigenvalues of 3L (or 3P,,L  in the case when there are
divergence free conditions), called w”  (r~)  with a, E { 1. . . , (I’},  satisfy a relation of the type
(Cl) 3aj, V(k,m)  E z2”. (w”(k)  + P(m) - wC(k  + m)l =
c;=, EiP&&qli
Pki,  &;l) ’> >
where E: = 1, (Pk ,m,i(~))0+13 are polynomials in z of degree p.  > 0, with coefficients
that are polynomials in (k, m, 1k1,  /ml)  and depend on (ak)h+;  let us recall that the arc  are
the sizes of the sides of the periodic box I”. The coefficients also depend on (a, h, c).
In the following we will write w”(k) + ub(m) - w”(k + m) = w,$Tm.
Remark. - The computations written in sections 5 and 6, show that such a relation
is for instance satisfied in the case of the rotating fluid equations, or for the primitive
system: let us recall that in the case of the primitive equations and the rotating fluids
respectively, we have seen that
w”(k)  = (k:/ui + F-21k’12)3
lk
and w”(k)  = ‘da3
lkl ’
so a reduction to the same denominator, in /w”(k)  + wb(m)  - w”(k + m)l, gives the
form (C.1).
PROPOSITION C. 1. - Ifthe eigenvalues of 3L satis&  a relation of the type (C. I),  then the set
d={aj E R; IV(A,a)  E (R;)2,3(k,m,a,b,c),  @;;l;J1>A(l + Jkl)a(l + Iml)“}
is of Lebesgue measure zero in R;.
Remark. - A stated in the introduction, that proposition implies that the second order
assumption made on L in Theorem 2 is true for almost all periodic boxes 7”.
We will only consider second order estimates here. In the case of different order
estimates, the computations below must be adapted, namely by supposing that a relation
of the type (C.l) is satisfied at the same order.
Proof of the proposition. - The first steps of the proof consist in a series of transformations
enabling one to bring the problem down to the case when Iw~$J,I is a polynomial in
9-l, with coefficients depending on (k, m).
From now on we shall define .7: = a;‘, and suppose that 5 5 K, where K is an arbitrary
integer. Only at the very end will we let K go to infinity.
We will note, for any measurable function X, p(X)  for its Lebesgue measure.
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Then let us define:
AK  = {x E [0, K] ’ V(A,  a) E (R;)‘, 3(k  m, a, b, c), I@;;
>A(l+Ikl)  (l&a m”.-
Of course, here and in the following, we restrict ourselves to the case when
The measure of AK is zero if the same goes for that of the space 2~ defined by:
{
x E [O,  Kl I V(A,  a> E (R+12,  3(k  m>,
3
c
i=l
E~P~I~,~(x)~S A-‘(1 + Ik-I)-“(I+ lml)-a}
Let us suppose for instance that cl = 1 and &2 = c3  = -1. Then an immediate computation,
using a - b = (u” - b2)(a + b)-‘,  leads to the fact that
3
c
i=l
where Pk,m,4(x)  is a polynomial in x, and Qk,m(x)  is a strictly positive function of x, and
both are polynomial in (k,  m, Ilcl, Iml). From now on we will call generically Pk,m(x)  the
polynomial in the numerator of the expression above, and define q. as its degree.
Then we have reduced the problem to showing that the set
d’, = {x E [O,K] IV(A,a)  E (Rtj2, 3(km),  IP+(x)l L A-l(l+  lW”(l + Id-“1
is of Lebesgue measure zero in R. Now we define a sequence in R+ x R*+,
-I
called (A,? %kN, such that A, and CX~ go to infinity with n, and c A, ‘” < co,
where let us recall that q. is the degree of P+,, defined above. Then thenmeasure  of the
set &$ will be smaller than that of the intersection for n E N of the sets
A K,n = {x E [O,  K] Il(k,  m), /P+(x)1  I A,‘(1  + IW-““(1  + ld)-am}.
Now let us number the couples (k, m) of Zd  x Zd,  using an index j E N. The numbering
is such that there exists a countable sequence of embedded subsets Nj whose reunion is
the lattice Zd  x Zd,  where each Nj has a cardinal lNj/ N (1 + lk~jl)~(l + Imjl)d and
where we have (kj,  mj)  E Nj. In other words, we number the couples (k, m) increaslingly
according to their size.
Finally let us define, fixing a couple of integers (kj, mj) in Nj,
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The measure of ‘Ai,, is smaller than that of
But in [2]  is proved the following result:
LEMMA C. 1. - Let Pk,,, be a polynomial of degree po, of dominant coejficient  smaller
than one, and with coejficients  that depend on discrete parameters k and m. Let q > 0 and
6 E]O,  l[ befied numbers. Then the measure of the set S,  defined by:
satisfies p(Sj)  5 2p0SINjl-~.
That lemma applied here leads to
Summing over (,$, mj)  yields P(CA~,~) 2 Cd,qaqOAn ‘O  , for (v, large enough in front of 7
and ~0, where Cd,*,, is a constant depending only on d and qo.
1
We have assumed that c A,, ‘a < co, so we get finally x~(&,~)  < 30. Then
it is just a matter of usini  Borel-Cantelli’s Lemma (see [337  for instance): we find
that p lim supd~+  =
( >
0, which means in other words that almost all II: E [0, K] belong
to a finite “number only of spaces dK,n. Hence the measure of AK is zero, so we can
then consider the countable union of the AK, which leads to the fact that A is of measure
zero, so the Proposition is proved. 0
Remark. - In [2],  A. Babin, A. Mahalov, and B. Nicolaenko compute, in the particular
cases we have studied in this paper, a precise second order small divisor estimate: they find
a2 = 4 + EO (see Theorem 3.2 of [2]), but that result only holds when a3 remains outside
a set of (small) strictly positive measure. That is made precise in Remark 3.2 of [2].
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